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PREFACE
When a person (or a group of people) is simul-
taneously responsive, sensitive, and creative he or
she is being responsitive or acting responsitively.
The process designed to enable people to manifest these
qualities is called RESPONSITIVITY.
The reader may experience difficulty in accepting
the bases for this dissertation as well as some oper-
ating assumptions that the author makes concerning the
nature of the universe. A continued investigation of
ways in which the intended universality of the concept
of responsitivity can be clarified is a recognized and
accepted responsibility of .the author.
The process of responsitivity is one of continual
exploration, and as such, is in a state of flux. The
author will continue to investigate ways in which re-
sponsitivity can be expanded and consolidated. Subject
to continuous investigation and discernment are the
premises forming the basis of the concept. The reader
is therefore encouraged to peruse this presentation
with a discerning eye.
v
Two appendices have been incorporated into
this dissertation to aid those readers wishing to
continue the advancement of the process of respon-
sitivity. Appendix B is intended to provide a basis
for future related research. Appendix B is a series
of historical papers which lead to the initial con-
ceptualization of responsitivity.
vi
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RESPONSITIVITY
:
THE EVOLUTION OF CREATIVE SYNTHESIS
CHAPTER I
RESPONSITIVITY: THE EVOLUTION OP CREATIVE SYNTHESIS
Almost any newspaper, magazine or current news report
will assuredly convince anyone that all is not right with
human beings and their world. This observation needs no
documentation. We have, as a society proven our ability to
inventory, identify and categorize man's problems, at least
what they appear to be on the surface. Because there are
no precedents for the condition or situation in which we
now find ourselves, the solutions to the problems that con-
front mankind are seemingly very slow in coming.
The assumption made in the development of this dis-
sertation is that the problems facing mankind can be reduced
to the way in which man relates to his fellow man. It is
to this relationship that the concept and process of respon-
sitivity is directed.
The title of this dissertation is, "Responsitivity:
The Evolution of Creative Synthesis." An examination of
this title should help to convey its intent and purpose more
clearly.
The word RESPONSITIVITY is intended to simultaneously
convey three human qualities, attitudes or capacities which
themselves provide the word's origin. These are graphically
2depicted as they relate to the origin of the word respon-
sitivity.
RESPONSIVE
RESPONSITIVITY
SENSITIVE
CREATIVITY
Responsitivity is, therefore, a process which seeks to
develop the capacity for people to simultaneously become
responsive, sensitive and creative beings.
The next word of significance is EVOLUTION. When
something is in the process of evolution or evolving, it is
open-ended, flexible to change and continually improving.
In the world of nature, the evolution of its elements is
always characteristically progressive. When something be-
comes regressive or static it soon becomes useless or extinct.
In order to insure its useability, responsitivity is inher-
ently open-ended. It is itself a process and a concept that
is "in the process of becoming."
For something to be CREATIVE implies that it has its
origins in certain processes that relate to words like
spontaneity, expressiveness, imagination, ingenuity and
inventiveness
.
"Creativeness not only relates to products
but also to people in a characterological way, and to activ-
ities, processes, and attitudes." (40: 129) There is defi-
nitely a certain distinct and positive quality that is
conveyed in the word "creative."
The dissertation title ends with the word SYNTHESIS.
A SYNTHESIS is a complex whole consisting of a combination
of complementary elements that are brought together which
3were previously unassociated with one another in that par-
ticular complementary way. Responsitivity, in effect, is
a synthesis, for it brings together many components which
have been previously unassociated with one another in this
particular way that is, as a process a process of
unfoldment
.
No claim is made or suggested that the elements of
responsitivity are entirely new or novel or previously
undiscovered. The hypothesis presented here is that the
particular way that the process of responsitivity unfolds
and the interrelationships of the various elements, con-
cepts and processes are completely and totally new — not
separately but as a comprehensive whole. It is also sug-
gested that through the implementation of this total process
there exists the potential for responsitivity to provide the
means or medium by which people can collectively solve the
problems which confront mankind and thereby effect positively
directed societal change. Hence the operational definition
of responsitivity is:
AN EVOLVING CONCEPT . CONSTITUTING BOTH
THE CONTENT AND THE PROCESS OF BEING AND/OR
BECOMING RESPONSIVE TO THE NEEDS OF SOCIETY
(PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS) THROUGH SENSITIVE
CREATIVITY TO THE RELATIONAL AND INTERRELA-
TIONAL DMAMIGS___OF CHANGE .
The way in which responsitivity is learned, as well
as implemented, is through the interaction of a small
group
of people who desire or need to work together to effect
positive change. YJithin this small group setting, the scope
of investigation is directed toward specific subjects as
interrelated elements of the change process. The subjects
are:
Group Process or Group Dynamics
Problem Solving
Decision Making
Leadership
Organizational Development
Communi cat ions
Values and the Valuing Process
Task Effectiveness
Solution Implementation
Creativity
Human Resource Utilization
Expectations, Attitudes and Behaviors
Understanding and Implementing Change
Holistic Thinking
PURPOSE OF THE DISSERTATION
The purpose of this dissertation is to advance,
develop and describe the holistic conceptualization and
framework of responsitivity as a generally applicable group
training change model. More specifically, this dissertation
will focus on the development of responses to each of the
following dissertation objectives as being expressed needs
that, when met, will assure the implementation potential of
responsitivity. In addition, this dissertation will include
a variety of exemplary and detailed applications of respon-
sitivity.
INTENDED DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES
A. To conceptualize and describe responsitivity with the
explicit purpose and goal of effecting change through
collective valuing within decision making.
5B. To conceptualize responsitivity as a universally
applicable model for training any kind of group whose
intent is to serve others in a collective, cooperative
and unified way.
C. To provide a stronger and more theorectically based
relationship among the various components of respon-
sitivity.
D. To provide the basis by vjhich future research can
take place. To present responsitivity in a form
which can be tested and evaluated thoroughly.
E. To communicate all of the above through a medium that
will encourage and hopefully assure the implementation
and adoption of responsitivity by the largest and most
diverse societal audience possible.
CONCEPTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BASIS OF RESPONSITIVITY
The basis for the conceptualization and development
of responsitivity is multifaceted. Much of what is presented
in this thesis is experientially based on the author’s two
year involvement as a participant, a facilitator, a group
leader and an outside consultant with many different groups.
Included were groups concerned with the following: decision
making, creative problem solving, synectics, sensitivity
training, encounter groups, T-groups, Gestalt therapy, sense
awareness, learning? task orientation, religious administra-
tion, and education. The purposes of these groups were
widely varied.
A two year involvement in a governmental bureaucracy
,
previous to conceptualizing responsitivity, was an additional
experiential resource for the author . Ihe primal y purpose
of that bureaucracy was to plan the future environment of a
three hundred square mile urban area within the Southern
Californian megalopolis. Primarily, this experience provided
6many learning opportunities of a complex nature for compre-
hending the decadent state of man's society! his corrupt
institutions, his polluted environment, the plight of the
individual, the nature of oppression — economic, racial and
class prejudices — and the many manifestations of the di-
chotomy between a quantitative society and its qualitative
sacrifices. This experience helped provide the author with
insight into the frustration, futility and despair as it
exists within society. But the experience also provided an
understanding of man's needs; it provided the author with a
background and motivation to realize that a better way for
man to interact with his fellow man and his environment must
be found.
Another significant and experiential facet upon which
responsitivity is based is the investigation of numerous
additional resources. These include books, research studies,
journals, articles, public presentations, magazine articles,
television presentations, motion pictures, popular records
and lyrics, news reports, and personal interviews. In addi-
tion, more than two hundred people have individually responded
or reacted to various position papers or written presentations
of responsitivity during its conceptualization and develop-
ment. These individuals have included students, teachers,
administrators, engineers, physicians, scientists, laborers,
secretaries, psychologists, urban planners, religious leaders,
artists, musicians, parents, social workers, mass communica-
tions professionals, and self proclaimed revolutionaries of
7both sexes. These people between the ages of 16 and 70 have
been of many different races and national origins. Their
input has provided an unquestionably beneficial resource.
One final source which has contributed to the devel-
opment of responsitivity has been that of intuition.* This
is an intuition that has utilized many unusual or typically
unused human faculties such as reflection, mediation, con-
templation and prayer. Intuition has many times been stim-
ulated by the intention to search the concept of the inner
or deeper self of man, as well as the outer reaches of the
cosmic universe to gain insight into nan's ultimate potential.
Related directly to this source of insight has been
and continues to be the author's investigation into the
social and spiritual teachings of the Baha'i Faith. It is
the desire of the author to clarify for the reader that the
inspiration for responsitivity can be found in the Baha'i
Faith.
POSSIBLE CONCERNS OF THE READER
The concept and process explanations or elaborations
that are contained in this dissertation may appear at times
to be redundant. This cannot be avoided and it is quite
*nrIrTtuitive thinking is coming to conclusions on the
basis of less than full evidence. When you consider the
fact that It is a rare thing indeed for anybody to have all
the evidence, intuitive thinking is like Moliere's Monsieur
Jouraain's great discovery that he speaks prose. But the
shrewd guess and the fertile hypothesis are the most valuable
coin of the thinker. Techniques called heuristics can help
you make a good estimate on less than the full evidence.
You'll be guessing anyway. Why not learn to do it well?"
(68: 5*0
8possibly a desirable reinforcement of these elements. The
reason for this somewhat repititious discussion of the
processes and concepts contained within responsitivity is
their inherent interrelationships with each of the various
components of the total process. They are intended to
overlap; to be perceived as having an attribute of continuity
and being complementary. In effect, it would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to discuss many of these ele-
ments as if they were not interwoven and interrelated. But
more important than this is the intention that responsitivity
be perceived, comprehended, implemented and evaluated as a
whole, as a comprehensive concept and process for initiating
and guiding change.
Within this context a clarification concerning the
purpose of responsitivity is necessary and desirable. Re-
sponsitivity will never provide the perfect answer. It is
the product of human imperfections and human limitations.
It does, however, provide man with a first step toward the
process of attaining to perfection. It can provide mankind
with an initial understanding of man's purpose of becoming
more fully human — of developing his humanness. Respon-
sitivity can provide the means by which human beings can
begin to recognize and fulfill their worldly human purpose;
that is, "All men have been created to carry forward an
ever-advancing civilization." (7: 11*0 Man's purpose, then,
is to better serve mankind — to provide meaning for man's
earthly existence.
Responsitivity is not intended to be limited by man's
outward appearance. Instead it is designed on the basis of
what man has the potential to become; that is, more fully
human.
,!
. . .
When one is truly and deeply a unique member of
the human species, this is not something which should
excite horror, it means instead that one lives fully
and openly the complex process of being one of the most
widely sensitive, responsive, and creative creatures on
this planet ..." ( 56 : 178 )
"Man is the supreme Talisman. Lack of a proper education
hath, however, deprived him of that which he doth inher-
ently possess." (88: 18)
In fulfilling his purpose to become more fully human,
man must realize, ”... that man's ontological vocation
. .
is to be a Subject who acts upon and transforms his world,
and in so doing moves toward ever new possibilities of fuller
and richer life individually and collectively. This world
to which he relates is not a static and closed order, a given
reality which man must accept and to which he must adjust;
rather, it is a problem to be worked on and solved. It is
the material used by man to create history, a task which he
performs as he overcomes that which is dehumanizing at any
particular time and place and dares to create the qualita-
tively new." (20: 12- 13 )
SOME THOUGHTS ON POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS
The concepts, techniques or processes related to these
components of responsitivity have been utilized to varying
degrees by the author in more than twenty different group
situations. The total process of responsitivity itself has
10
only been utilized in five group situations. This is men-
tioned in order to clarify that responsitivity is presented
as a conceptual model and not a fully tested and perfected
finished group training model. The contentions made in
different portions of this thesis are, therefore, a mixture
of both objective and subjective observations based on a
limited use of responsitivity. Hov;ever, many of the compo-
nent processes, such as those found in chapter 3, have been
more than adequately tested and researched.
OTHER PRESENTATIONS OF RESPONSITIVITY AND POSSIBLE FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
At the present time, responsitivity has been presented
in only one other medium. In July, 1971, a 25 minute slide-
tape presentation was completed. It describes responsitivity
and illustrates various applications of that concept and
process. This presentation is currently part of the resource
center of the Center for Leadership in Administration of the
School of Education, University of Massachusetts. As of this
writing, an attempt is being made to have the above slide-
tape presentation provide the basis for one or a series of
16 mm animated films that could serve as training devices in
an extensive dissemination and implementation program.
Other additional projects that are presently being
contemplated to provide widespread diffusion of responsi ti icy
include the following:
Book Form - A photographic and graphic depiction of
the material contained in this disserta-
tion.
Games
Training
Manual
Aesthetic
Musical
Presentation
Universal
Applications
A series of educational games that would
deal directly with the development of
values, attitudes and behaviors in people
of all ages.
A brief summary of the concept of respon-
sitivity placing emphasis on process
methods and skill development.
A "popular record" which would seek to
communicate responsitivity and be created
through the actual use of responsitivity
by a group made up of artists, musicians,
singers, poets, etc.
Implementation of responsitivity within
different countries and cultures.
CHAPTER II
RESPONSITIVITY AND THE NATURE OF CHANGE
CHANGE
If it is determined by the individual or societal
group that fundamental changes v:ithin the individual or
throughout the entire world are not only desirable but
essential to the survival or civilization, then it must be
recognized and accepted that only a radical change in the
societal unit will be sufficient. The reason for this is
the basic interrelationships of any organism with its total
environment, including the other organisms within that
environment
.
THE PROCESS OF CHANGE
Concomitant the processes of effecting change are
four basic characteristics related to the individual which
must be considered and acted upon. These elements of change
are knowledge, attitudes, individual behaviors and organ-
izational behavior or structure. Focusing upon only one
with the intention of modifying it will only result in
temporary, non- integrated change. Only when attention is
given to the four elements can a desired change become
institutionalized or internal. ized; thereby, attaining a
minimum degree of permanency or modifying effect. Looking
at the interrelationships of these elements of change as
they might occur sequentially should provide additional in-
sight
To merely present new knowledge does not require any
change on the part of the recipient. If the knowledge, is
presented in such a way that it relates to one’s attitudes,
then there is a greater possibility that he will be affected
by that knowledge. When the new knowledge is conveyed so
that it relates to attitudes and simultaneously establishes
resultant behavioral expectations, the individual will
probably respond to the desired change. To insure the
desired change, it is necessary tha-t knowledge, attitudes
and behavioral expectations be reinforced by formally insti-
tutionalizing them through the organizational structure, so
that they become part of the organizational behavior.
It should be noted that the foregoing is only an
example of one sequential pattern of change. It is possible
to achieve a desired change by beginning with any of the
four related elements. However, total and lasting change
can only occur when attention is given to all four elements
within the organizational context.
Within the organizational setting there frequently
exists the need to facilitate the change process. To
initiate change, we attempt to organize to solve problems
and attain common goals and purposes. However, in reality,
what typically occurs is the railing around individual per-
sonalities, with service through charismatic leadership the
best producable result. Instead of dedicating ourselves to
action founded upon a set 'of ideals which are manifested in
a common purpose, vie attach ourselves to individuals mani-
festing certain ideals and fostering and directing certain
actions. The result of this form of leadership and follower-
ship leaves much to chance. There is always the chance that
an organization's, charismatic leader will exhibit some
human frailty, become corrupt or simply move on to another
organization or position. There is the chance, too, that a
John F. Kennedy will be assasinated and with his death will
terminate many of the actions and ideals which he fostered.
LEADERSHIP FOR CHANGE
A new form of leadership must be nurtured and devel-
oped; one which emphasizes the importance of working with
others in a cooperative, supportive and sharing process of
problem solving. Society can no longer afford a leadership
model or concept that is based upon self-aggrandizement,
achievement and enhancement of a select few at the expense
and deprivation of others. We must create, nurture and
establish a new form of leadership that recognizes the
"us-ness" of mankind.
Through the investigation of why people desire to
become leaders, it is possible to discover the nature of
this new form of leadership. Some people may choose to
become leaders owing to their desire and need to commit
themselves to something. For some, this provides meaning in
life. Contingent upon their relative degrees of hope and
15
enthusiasm, some will become leaders while others lend their
support to following. Both types are fundamentally neces-
sary.
People may desire to lead because of their optimism.
This optimism is not always developed by choice but, since
the alternatives to maintaining the perception of an opti-
mistic outcome are so unfavorable there exists no desirable
alternative
.
Others become leaders because they desire to have
their value system manifested by associations of people, be
they organizations or a social institution. Someone must
offer the necessary leadership to those who are concerned
or committed, but who need to have their efforts directed or
organized. These individuals who become leaders may also
desire to implement certain goals. The goals may be micro-
cosmic in nature, such as seeing that one’s special or vested
interest is implemented, or it may be macrocosmic such as
changing the economic focus of an entire collective social
unit, be it a city or nation.
Still others assume leadership roles due to their
fundamental recognitions or beliefs concerning man and his
needs. Currently, many people see the need for the unifi-
cation of all mankind under one common purpose, as evidenced
by the perspectives and views of the Earth from moon bound
space craft, thus producing a relatively new perception of
rman and his environment. Man can now see that the
one sphere, its form being symbolic of total unity. It is
16
cohesive and in perfect harmony. It has order. For the
first time man can truly see his relationship to his kind.
.This relationship, by its very nature, implies that the
reason for man’s existence is because "we are" rather than
because "I am."
It is the recognition of "we are" that has created
the realization that people must learn to interact with
others in ways which manifest our understanding of the es-
sential oneness of humanity. We must do this, not in an
abstract;, intangible or philosophical way, but through our
actions; through the actual processes by which we relate to
other people.
CREATIVE FOLLOWERSHIP
Such a process exists within responsitivity. This
process is called "creative followership. " It is a form of
leadership whereby the leader is continually facilitating
the development of the human potential of each individual
with whom he or she interacts. In a very real sense the
leader focuses upon the development of leadership qualities
in others. This form of leadership relies totally upon in-
fluencing others by modeling certain behaviors and manifesting
certain qualities, principles and characteristics. It does
not lend itself to the ploys of coercion, intimidation or
the exercise of power over others. It is not complimentary
to an organization which relies upon hierarchial dominance
to influence the actions or direction of people who work
together to complete a common objective.
17
Creative followership relies upon "the ripple effect,"
the mechanism of influencing others. Just as a stone, when
dropped in water, creates outward, radiating ripples which
affects its immediate environment, so it is with the influ-
ence of an individual. If the concepts an individual pro-
fesses are consistent with his behavior, it is more likely
that he will be able to influence the group with whom he is
involved to the extent that they will desire to emulate his
behavior. The qualities radiated by that individual are like
the ripples in the pond. As others in the group begin to
manifest these identical qualities in their own unique ways,
the group begins to radiate combinations of qualities in an
integrating and compounding kind of process. Thus it becomes
possible for the collective influence of the individuals to
become combined so that the small cohesive group begins to
influence other groups within the larger society.
GROUP PROCESS AND CHANGE
It is within the societal context that we see the need
for the origin of the group experience. Carl Rogers states:
"The intensive group experience appears to be one cultural
attempt to meet the isolation and alienation of contem-
porary life. The person who is involved in a basic en-
counter with another is no longer an isolated individual.
Since alienation is one of the most disturbing aspects of
our modern life, this is important.
The group experience also is an avenue to fulfillment.
When material needs are largely satisfied, individuals,
turn to the psychological world, groping for authenticity
and fulfillment. One participant says: "It . has. opened
up infinite possibilities for me in my relationship. to
^
myself and to everyone dear to me. I feel truly alive."
And the group is an instrument for handling tensions,
18
which is important in a culture torn by racial explosion
violence and all types of conflict, because it
*
oners gut-level communication. It has been tried alltoo im requently in such tension situations, but when ithas been used it has shown real promise in reducing con-
I X IL C U *
The intensive group experience has an even more generalphilosophical implication. It is one expression of the
existential point of view that is so perva.sive in art andliterature. The implicit goal of the group process seems
to be ro live life fully in the here and now of the
relationship, obviously an existential point of view.
One of the unspoken problems of our time is how rapidly
the human organism can adapt to change. Can we leave the
dogma and fixity of man's past approach to life and learn
to live in a process manner in a state of continual
changingness? Clearly the intensive group experience can
help.
A final issue raised by this experience is our model of
the ^human being. What is the goal of personality develop-
ment? It seems evident from our review of the group
process that in a climate of freedom and facilitation,
group members become more spontaneous and flexible, more
closely related to their feelings--open to their expe-
rience, and closer and more expressively intimate in their
interpersonal relationships. This is the kind of human
being we seem to be moving toward. Yet such a model
violates many religious and cultural points of view and
is not necessarily the ideal or goal toward which the
average man in our society would wish to move. Hence the
issue needs open consideration. 11 (9^-: 6l)
Rogers identifies some of the most positive justifica-
tions for the evolution of the group process or group dynam-
ics movement. In the last paragraph he identifies an inher-
ent conflict that many individuals encounter within their
group dynamics experiences. The conflict stems from various
contradictions between the direction of the group dynamics
movement and many religious and cultural points of view.
Much of what occurs vjithin a group dynamics process is
directed only toward living life fully in the "here and now"
relationship. This aspect of contemporary group process
19
reinforces the contention that the present primary purpose
of the group is merely to teach people effective coping
behavior. Although this may be supportable as a necessary
purpose, it should not be the end in itself. A more desir-
able and beneficial end would be to facilitate the growth
and development of the human potential of both the indivi-
dual and the group so as to enable those individuals to
collectively effect change; not merely to cope with present
changing conditions. Too often encounter groups and T
groups facilitate the development of coping behavior so that
it becomes the end in itself and individuals become satis-
fied with a static set of behaviors and attitudes. Again,
this may be a necessary step in an evolutionary process of
human development, but it is not necessarily the only or the
most effective path.
CHANGE THROUGH RESPONSITIVITY
Responsitivity is therefore offered as a total or
partial alternative group process change model. It is total
in that it can stand by itself as an open ended model of
human interaction; the purpose of which is effecting personal
and societal change through the release of the creative human
potential of the group members. It can be partial in that it
provides a next step to any of the contemporary group dynamics
processes
.
When placed within the context of a group dynamics
process, responsitivity reinforces many of the contentions
and purposes found in other group process models. There is,
20
for example, a definite intention made facilitating the
individual "getting in touch with his or her total self, 11
while, ac the same time, gaining a healthy appreciation of
the other members of the group. There is a need to gain a
tolerance for ambiguity, to learn to feel comfortable with
the uncertainty of silence, and with unpredictable processes.
It is also important to accept the responsibility for one's
own actions and one's own life. In this sense responsitivity
nurtures people relating to each other with honesty and
frankness rather than with superficiality, thereby employing
behaviors of avoidance or escapism.
What are the characteristics of responsitivity dis-
tinguishing it from any other form of group dynamics? What
is it that brings a person in closer touch with his true self
and enables him to relate more honestly with others in the
group? Answering these two questions should clarify any
ambiguity relating to the distinguishing characteristics of
responsitivity. Concurrently, this will provide a deeper
insight into those aspects which make responsitivity a
highly desirable process.
THE INDIVIDUAL
One of the significant characteristics of responsi-
tivity is the way the individual is viewed. From the onset
the individual is looked upon as being a unique, contributing,
complementary entity possessing a characteristic, situation,
goal, or desire that is shared by all others in the group.
Each person is perceived as having an experiential background
an array of strengths and lesser
that has provided him with
strengths. The acceptance of this attitudinal perception
as a framework for relating to the others in the group is
fundamental to the success of responsitivity
.
STRENGTHS 4ND LESSER STRENGTHS
Learning to perceive others as having strengths and
lesser strengths makes it possible to accept others at their
present level of development knowing that people are con-
tinually growing or are in the process of becoming. If one
perceives another as having both strengths and weaknesses,
as opposed to strengths and lesser strengths, the attempt to
facilitate that person* s growth and development can only be
directed toward reinforcement of the positive (strengths)
and elimination of the negative (weaknesses)
. However, the
perception of strengths and lesser strengths facilitates
maintaining a positive orientation toward the members of the
group. The adoption of this basic attitude constitutes the
first step in the building of a support group which is the
medium of interaction for the internalization and application
of responsitivity.
THE SUPPORT GROUP
A support group can be defined in many different ways.
Basically ib is an association of ~even to eleven individuals
who come together frequently to pursue some common goal or
task. The number is limited to this range so that sufficient
interaction and attention to each group number is assured.
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Fewer than seven reduces the diversity of backgrounds and
interests in addition to limiting the probability of a
variety of talents, skills and resources that can be mani-
fested by the group. More than eleven individuals begins to
reduce the amount, quality and meaningfulness of the inter-
action that can occur.
The nature of the support group's interaction will
tend to define the group's purpose or purposes. A support
group can function as either a learning group, resource
group, problem-solving group, therapy group or all or a
variety of other types of groups. The ideal support group
is one which can meet the most diverse needs of its member-
ship while still being able to accomplish some common objec-
tive. In order for a group to begin to achieve this level
of development, it is necessary that the group learn to
utilize all resources it has available — primarily each
other.
HUMAN RESOURCE UTILIZATION
For the group to utilize its human resources effec-
tively a new kind of group leadership function and role is
required to be established and internalized. This is a self
directing, self initiating, rotating leadership, that by its
application, requires an unfamiliar form of "followership."
This is creative followership . It implies that everyone is
at once a leader as well as a follower. Each individuo.1
finds him or herself floating in and out of these roles,
quite comfortably, while the group proceedes on its chosen
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or assigned task. When the immediate focus of the group
requires a certain set of skills, resources, abilities or
interests best fitting a certain individual then that indi-
vidual may initiate leadership anc* direct the group in its
efforts. On another task, the group may require a different
set of leadership qualities, which are most nearly manifested
in another member of the group. Using the ideal balance of
leadership and followership qualities as our model, we would
find all members sharing, to some degree, the leadership and
followership roles. In this setting, it is beneficial to
refer to the leadership role in a new way. The term that
best defines the leadership process utilized in a support
group is that of facilitator. For that is exactly what his
responsibility is, that of facilitating the group's inter-
action so as to achieve the group's desired goal while maxi-
mizing and optimizing the individuals' contributions toward
that effort.
Possibly the greatest resource that a support group
has, especially in its initial stages of development, is its
own membership. Learning to view a group of peers as bene-
ficial, learning and assisting resources requires many new
perspectives. It demands an attitude of cooperation, humil-
ity and patience.
ATTITUDES AND OPERATING BEHAVIORAL PRINCIPLES
Responsi tivity provides for the development of a set
of new attitudes, perspectives and behaviors through the in-
corporation of a set of operating behavioral principles.
These principles are intended to provide a consistant refer-
ence or guide by which the individuals may monitor their own
behaviors
.
The behavior of any group leader is the result of his
or her attitudes and beliefs concerning the process of
leading others. The perception one has toward the leader-
ship role will greatly influence one's own leadership style.
Thus we have seen that within responsitivity the
leadership role has been designated as that of "facilitator"
and the process of leadership is referred to as "creative
followership" within an association of people called a "sup-
port group. " Not only do these terms represent the unique
character of the processes within responsitivity but more
importantly, they provide the stimulus for the development
of an entirely new set of attitudes for working with others.
SERVICE VS. MANIPULATION
Primary among these attitudes is the perception of
working to serve others as opposed to exerting power over
others. If one expects to serve others in a facilitative
role, the use of manipulation, personal whim, or influence
by dominance become less than desirable ploys of power.
Utilizing another's human resources for mutual benefit with
an attitude of service to that individual enables the facil-
itator to be involved in a positive, growth oriented expe-
rience. It is positive and growth oriented because involved
in the process of service is the development of the human
potential of the person being served. The facilitator, in
effect, is assisting the other to become "self actualized."
( 40 : 23 )
The difference between service and manipulation is
one of attitudes. The attitude of the facilitator and his
or her resultant behavior within the group will strongly
influence the perceptions and attitudes of the group toward
what is being attempted or communicated by the facilitator.
VJhen a group of people feel manipulated, dominated or ex-
ploited, their resultant behavior will be a negative reaction
to that treatment. Likewise, if the same group believe them-
selves involved in a participative, self actualizing, growth
oriented process in which the facilitator (leader) is striv-
ing to develop their collective and individual human poten-
tial while accomplishing a mutually benefiting objective,
their resultant behavior will be reflected in their response
to that treatment.
Given an initial positive experience an individual or
a gi oup of people can be guided to another 'experience or
process exhibiting the identical basic positive characteris-
tics. If this experience or process is designed to totally
transform that group to a new awareness or a higher level of
development and interaction, the experience can only be ac-
complished through an attitude of serving those individuals.
This basic attitude will, therefore, influence the group’s
collective expectations.
COOPERATION
One of the essential operating behavioral principles
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necessary to establish positive group expectations is
COOPERATION. Cooperation must become highly valued as a
behavior for the effect it has on the support group’s atti-
tudes, interaction and results. Cooperation means working
in harmony and accord with others for mutual benefits.
"Ecologically, cooperation is the conscious or unconscious
behavior of organisms living together and producing a result
which has survival value for them." (128: 267) The opposite
of cooperation is competition which ecologically defined
means "the struggle among organisms, both of the same and of
different species, for food, space and other factors of ex-
istence." (128: 246)
The kind of future for which man must begin to orient
himself toward, if there is to be any future for man at all,
is one which is securely based on the principle of coopera-
tion. If mankind is even to begin to solve the problems
related to prejudice, alienation, provincialism, pollution,
poverty, war, pestilence, or other social ills, we must share
and combine both our material and human resources.
By doing this on a societal scale we would greatly
enhance our potential to develop universally applicable
solutions. For example, only through cooperation would it
be possible to develop and implement a world economic system
that could effectively govern and provide for the equal dis-
tribution of the world's physical and metaphysical resources.
Through universal cooperation we would have the capability
of establishing a world tribunal, a universal auxiliary
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language and a universal education system.
SYNERGY
Cooperation is a potential human behavior that, to be
effective, requires the understanding and valuing of other
principles which govern group processes. One of the more
significant being SYNERGY. Responsitivity, as a concept and
process, is governed in a very real sense by the principle
of synergy. Synergy, as used here, is intended to be in
harmony with Buckminster Fuller's definition, "... behavior
of whole systems unpredicted by the separately observed be-
haviors of any of the system's sepa,rate parts or any sub-
assembly of the systems parts." He simplifies this by
stating "behavior of wholes unpredicted by behavior of their
parts." (22: 71-72)
Within the human context of group interaction and
group behavior, synergy assumes the role of establishing
higher expectations that are not inherent when the indivi-
duals comprising a particular group act independant of each
other. V/hen people work together on a problem, they have,
in effect, combined their known resources. However, operat-
ing under the principle of synergy the group's combined re-
sources, through their interaction, will produce a result
greater than the sum total of those resources.
The key to this phenomenon is in the interaction of
the individuals that make up the group. One person's idea
can stimulate another person's creative ingenuity to a new
perception that was unknown by all individuals constituting
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the group. This kind of interaction is not an exception but
is more oi ten the rule within groups operating with the
principles of responsitivity
. Equally important is that
synergy is a principle positively affected by diversity.
It can occur within a group of non-experts.
EGO SEPARATION
Y/orking within a group under the principle of synergy
requires a high degree of sensitivity to personal interre-
lationships on the part of all group participants
. This
sensitivity can be developed through the practice of certain
skills and the acquisition of certain attributes that relate
directly to either creative followership, creative problem
solving, decision making or group dynamics. The first of
these is called EGO SEPARATION, sometimes referred to as ego
suppression or non-ego involvement. Ego separation means
exactly what the words imply. The individual strives to
divorce his ego from his content and process contribution
to the group. Only when he achieves this, will he and the
group be able to critically review the merit or applicability
of the idea or thought that he has contributed. When a per-
son attaches his ego to his ideas, then others cannot deter-
mine the merit of those ideas without, in effect, evaluating
the contributor. The contribution of ideas must occur in an
atmosphere in which a person gives the idea as a gift to the
group. When this is done the idea, or gift, becomes the
property of the group. The group can then be free to expand,
consolidate, alter or amend the idea based on their collective
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expectations and experience. This kind of process can only
take place where ego separation is in effect.
DEFERRED JUDGEMENT
An additional operating principle which is closely
related to ego separation is DEFERRED JUDGEMENT. Deferring
one's judgement means postponing until a later time one's
criticism concerning the value, merit or useability of a
particular idea that has been offered. Deferred judgement
is beneficial in that through its use the greatest quality
and quantity of creative human potential is fostered within
the support group's processes.
POSITIVE ORIENTATION
Complementary to ego separation and deferred judge-
ment is the principle of maintaining a POSITIVE ORIENTATION.
Through the development of the skill of discovering the
positive in everything, a condition is developed and fostered
whereby the individual and the group begin to identify and
to maximize the opportunities existent in any situation.
This positive orientation is referred to as the Spectrum
Policy in the creative problem solving technique known as
"Synectics." (5^: 38-^3) The Spectrum Policy is based upon
the fact that with every idea is included or implied a
spectrum ranging from elements that are highly acceptable to
those that may be totally unacceptable. Generally, people
working together on problems find an abundance of reasons
why something cannot possibly work and a small number of
reasons why it can. Graphically, this typical spectrum can
be shown as follows:
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If an individual or a group of problem solvers consciously
attempt to implement the Spectrum Policy, the result is that
their focus and attention is always given first to the
positive characteristics, or good points of a suggestion or
idea* Generally, when an idea is suggested, there is at
least, good intent, which can be utilized and positively
reinforced. Many times when one perceives an over abundance
of faults in an idea, it becomes difficult to be aware of
the good points. The Spectrum Policy can provide the mech-
anism necessary to train oneself to look for the positive
and the good. Eventually it becomes possible to modify the
spectrum so that graphically the group's evaluation of
ideas, and their ability to build upon ideas, can be shown
in the following diagram.
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The Spectrum Policy is most effective when a large
number of alternative ideas are desired. YJhenever indi-
viduals are becoming negative about the suggestions being
offered, the leader of the group, if there is one, or any
other person can simply say, ‘'Tell us what you feel is good
about the idea." This statement requires a positive response
THREAT TO OPPORTUNITY PROCESS
The necessity to move from the traditionally condi-
tioned negative perspective to the more desirable, satis-
fying and highly productive positive orientation cannot be
emphasized too strongly. Therefore, one additional concept
included within responsitivity is the THREAT TO OPPORTUNITY
PROCESS.
Societal, institutional or organizational problem
can frequently be defined in terms of a perceived threat.
This threat to the stability of the society, institution or
organization often results in a need to effect action to
maintain the existing status quo or to establish a new equi-
librium. But, the initially perceived problem is still
interpreted as some form of a threat. Depending on whether
this perception remains, will directly affect any problem
solution that is attempted will directly be affected.
For any problem solving process be a rewarding, suc-
cessful, and positive experience for those involved, it is
imperative that any initially perceived threat be redefined
in positive terms. This can be accomplished very simply if
we carefully analyze what is assumed in the problem solving
process. A fundamental assumption is, that change will
always be the result of problem solving activities; either
to advance, retreat, or maintain present policy, practices
or conditions. This interpretation can be defended in that
regardless of what an organization does within its own sys-
tem, the change occurring outside that system is ceaseless,
and, therefore, continually changing the environment within
which that organization exists. This has the net effect of
changing the organization itself.
If it is true that problem solving is the result of
a perceived threat, and if the result of problem solving is
an intention to change something, then it is also true that
responding to a threat will lead to some form of change.
If the problem solving group can recognize this then they
can also make the next step to perceive the initial threat
as an opportunity to effect positive change. To perceive
"a threat as an opportunity" is equivalent to making the
necessary jump from a negative to a positive process orien-
tation. Simply, "a perceived threat represents an oppor-
tunity for planned
,
positive change to occur.
Having been presented with the basic operating prin-
ciples of cooperation, synergy, ego separation, deferred
judgement, positive orientation and the threat to oppor-
tunity process within the context of serving others, the
support group is prepared to become involved in and expe-
rience the other process components of responsitivity.
CHAPTER III
RESPONSITIVITY AND THE PROGRESS
OF PROBLEM SOLVING
Responsitivity is intended to enable people to become
responsive, sensitive and creative human beings who will be
capable of effecting positive change through the development
and release of their individual and collective problem
solving potential. The basis for the accomplishment of this
objective is the form of group interaction which has been
described in the preceding chapter.
Briefly, the characteristics of group interaction are
as follows:
1. Creative followership as the basic leadership style,
2. The facilitator as a role that provides for rotating
situational leadership within the group,
3. The support group as the medium of interaction for the
process components of responsitivity,
4. The primary purpose of the support group being that of
focusing on a task through human resource utilizati on,
5. A basic attitude of service to others,
6. A basic perception of oneself and others as being made
up of a unique and potentially contributing array of
strengths and lesser strengths
,
7. Acceptance as basic operating assumptions the behav-
ioral principles of Cooperation, Synergy, Ego Separa-
tion, Deferred Judgement, Positive Orientation, and
the Threat to Opportunity process.
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Given the foregoing operational framework the group
is prepared to begin the actual process of responsitivity.
As the nature of the concept of responsitivity is problem
solving, proper preparation of the support group becomes a
fundamental prerequisite to effective group problem solving.
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTE LISTING
The mechanism included within responsitivity to in-
sure the group’s preparation for later problem solving
processes is called Personal Attribute Listing. Personal
Attribute Listing is a technique to foster the development
of a basic positive attitude toward the potential of all the
members of the support group; especially oneself. The
process itself is a very simple one. The members of the
support group, including the facilitator, are each provided
with a "ditto" duplicating master. Each individual is then
requested to write his or her name at the top of the sheet
and prepare a written response to the following question:
"What are my positive personal attributes
, such as re-
sources, skills, talents, qualities, interests, hobbies,
abilities, that I would like to see utilized by myself
and others?"
During the response period, of between ten and twenty
minutes in length, it is usually helpful to stimulate the
identification of a person's attributes by offering examples
which might be included in some of the above categories.
Such stimuli might include accounting, photography, working
with emotionally disturbed children, skiing, creative writing,
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plumbing, spinning tops, typing, running a mimeograph machine
or cooking. Numerous other examples are obviously appropri-
ate but only a few conventional and nonconventional ones need
to be stated to stimulate the thoughts of the support group
members
.
Given the wide perameters of this question, most in-
dividuals will rapidly discover at least ten distinct per-
sonal attributes which, to varying degrees, describe or
defines a person’s positive self perception. At the comple-
tion of the response period each individual is requested to
read his or her Personal Attributes List to the other support
group members. This provides for early communication and
recognition of the human resources potentially available to
the group. In addition, this exchange provides a very neces-
sary "get acquainted" experience, of which the most signifi-
cant characteristic is its completely positive in its orien-
tation.
If the group that is experiencing the process of
responsitivity has worked together previously as a task
force or organizational team, the exercise of Personal At-
tribute Listing is modified. In this situation, the original
question of listing one’s positive attributes is asked with
each individual recording his or h^r answer. The question
is then repeated. However, this time the group identifies
the attributes of each individual while he or she records
In other words, the group focuses on eachthose responses.
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group member by answering the question for every person.
.
The group members verbally tell that individual what they
perceive to be his or her personal, positive attributes.
Typical self consciousness that might normally occur is
reduced by simply having each person be the group's secre-
tary, while the group is devoting its attention to that in-
dividual.
This second aspect need not follow the first in a
situation where the individuals making up the support group
have not worked together previously. In such a situation
there would be insufficient data upon which the group could
adequately base its identii ication of the personal attributes
of its membership.
The effect of either aspect in Personal Attribute
Listing is that of providing positive reinforcement of posi -
In either exercise the individual is pro-
vided with this opportunity to declare, "This is what I am."
The effect should not be egocentric in its orientation or
result. On the contrary, it typically produces a very
humbling experience, while, simultaneously
,
providing the
basis for group support and positive reinforcement of the
self actualizing process of each member of the support group.
Prom time to time during the other process components
of responsi tivity
,
the individuals will discover new attri-
butes in themselves and others in the group. They should be
encouraged to add to their own individual lists as well as
the group initiated lists.
The positive attitudes toward oneself and others,
which are developed and fostered as a result of this expe-
rience, will greatly influence the interaction, attitudes
and behaviors of the group through their experience together.
The cooperative sharing and supportive atmosphere generated
by learning to view others as positive, contributing, human
resources will tremendously affect the collective expecta-
tions generated by the support group as they begin their
problem solving activity.
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
The support group is now prepared to become involved
in actual problem solving processes. The form of problem
solving that has been incorporated into responsitivity con-
sists of two elements: creative problem solving and a deci-
sion making process called consultation. Consultation is
discussed later in this chapter and is, therefore, only
identified here.
Creative problem solving is a method of problem
solving, having many specific techniques and applications,
which attempts to have people generate numerous alternative,
unconventional problem solutions as opposed to more tradi-
tional problem solving approaches that foster the development
of one or two conventional, obvious problem solutions.
Creative problem solving directs its attention to the use of
the human attributes of growth, openness, positiveness,
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ingenuity, innovation and intuition and other attributes as
the mechanisms by which creative ideas and problem solutions
can be generated and developed.
The process of thought that is necessary to accomplish
creative problem solving has been given many different names.
It is called lateral thinking, devergent thinking, alternative
thinking and creative thinking. All of these processes of
thought, while slightly different from on another, attempt
to cause people to learn to think in alternative, non-logical,
atypical patterns in order that new insights can be developed.
These new insights are then utilized to stimulate the dis-
covery, development and application of new ideas, products,
processes and, in essence, new untried problem solutions.
The "obvious" solution, which is the product of con-
vergent thinking or vertical thinking, and which has typically
been already tried and tested and proven to be less than
adequate, is automatically discarded or avoided so that a new
and better alternative can be discovered. Metaphorically
vertical and convergent thinking is analogous to finding a
solution by digging the same hole deeper and wider when it
has been continually excavated by others for many years.
Divergent, alternative, lateral and creative thinking proc-
esses suggest discarding that hole and trying to dig numerous
alternative, limited investment, holes. These creative
thought processes suggest that to stop digging holes entirely
and to start dynamiting them or even switching over to
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building mountains may be more productive, stimulating and
rewarding in finding the best alternative solutions.
When people desire to work through creative problem
solving processes within the conceptual framework of re-
oponsitivity
,
it is desirable that they do so on a peer
interaction basis. It is important that no single person be
considered possessing superior creativity over anyone else
in the group. Anything less than working on a peer inter-
action basis will, to some degree, compromise, stifle and
limit the development of an effective problem solution. The
element of concern here is the level and quality of crea-
tivity that is nurtured and fostered through the group's
interaction. In order to insure the maximum opportunity for
a high degree of group creativity to become manifested, re-
sponsitivity provides many creative problem solving tech-
niques, each having certain procedures which the support
group is encouraged to follow. In addition, it is of utmost
importance that the operating behavioral principles of ego
separation, deferred judgement, positive orientation, threat
to opportunity process, cooperation and synergy be in effect
throughout all of these creative problem solving processes.
The primary purpose of a discussion of the following
creative problem solving techniques is to provide the support
group with the ability, skills and tools to generate alter-
native choices so that they itfill have provided themselves
with the widest of perspectives and opportunities that will
enable them to make significant, effective and optimum future
decisions.
BRAINSTORMING*
Brainstorming is a creative problem solving technique
that utilizes the potential of the total group in an effort
to develop alternative thoughts, ideas, suggestions, perspec-
tives, questions and awarenesses that have some relationship
to the subject under consideration. The process of brain-
storming is a very simple one, and, as such, is an ideal
introduction to group creativity.
A problem, situation, subject or concern, is iden-
tified by the facilitator in the form of a question that has
no single correct answer. By its very nature the question
is open ended. Typical example questions might begin with,
"How many ways
. .
.?", "What are the characteristics
of
. . .
?", "What are the relationships between
. .
.?",
"What would you do in the situation of
. .
.?"
.
Given this
form of a question the group members are then requested by
the facilitator to write or draw, on a large sheet of paper,
taped to a wall, words, phrases, pictures, questions, com-
ments, or bits of information, they believe to be related in
any way to the problem or subject being considered.
The most desirable writing instruments for brain-
storming are either colored, wide
,
felt-tip markers or
*For further information on brainstorming see Osborn's
Applied Imagination ( 49
)
crayons. Either white newsprint or brown wrapping paper,
approximately 3' X 5' or 4' X 6' in size, provides the most
proauctive and stimulating results. When the group writes
and draws their contributions in many different colors,
sizes, shapes and styles they participate in a collective
aesthetic, joyful experience, while, at the same time, pro-
ducing useful data and increased understanding and awareness.
Given ten to twenty minutes, a support group will
typically generate between fifty and one hundred ways of
looking at a given situation. By doing this exercise collec-
tively, the individuals cannot help but be stimulated by
what others contribute on the brainstorming sheet. In this
way brainstorming illustrates the process of group synergy.
During the brainstorming process it is important and
often necessary to emphasize and reinforce the six operating
behavioral principles. Deferred judgement is of primary
importance, especially when this is the first creative prob-
lem solving technique that the group experiences. A poorly
placed remark, negative verbal criticism or an inappropriate,
cutting, personal comment can stifle the creativity of not
only the person toward whom it was directed but also everyone
in the group. The intent of deferred judgement is not, how-
ever, to preclude humor. Humor can stimulate creativity.
However, the group should be made aware that fostering and
enhancing collective creativity requires a sensitivity to
others and that humor, when it belittles a person or his or
her ideas, stifles rather than stimulates it.
The actual group process of brainstorming tends to
automatically reinforce almost all of the other behavioral
principles. S ynergy is demonstrated through the interaction
of the group through their Cooperati on. Because the process
is a joyful building experience, it tends to foster a Posi-
. As such, perceived Threats are easily
turned into Opportunities as the individuals build upon each
other s ideas and thoughts. The final behavioral principle,
S.Q g-Jiipn , needs some degree of reinforcement to insure
that the results of brainstorming become a collective
synergetic effort. Ego separation can be reinforced by
simply having the individuals trade their colored markers or
crayons once or twice during the exercise. This tends to
reduce any defensiveness that might be generated concerning
the number, quality or character of the ideas contributed by
any single individual.
At the completion of the brainstorming exercise it is
necessary for one or two individuals to attempt to develop
some form of "ordering" of the material that has been gener-
ated by the group. This may be presented in the form of a
list, a proposal, a thought provoking summary or essay on
the topic subject that was originally selected for the exer-
cise. Doing this final step will definitely aid the group
in their problem solving task by providing them with some
degree of common awareness of their collective efforts.
CHECK-LISTING
All creative problem solving techniques do not neces-
sarily need to involve the total support group in a single,
collective effort. In most situations there will frequently
be one or uwo individuals who are simply not initially
oriented to collaborating with others. A technique that
might appeal to these individuals, as well as to the other
members of the group, is called check-listing.
Check-listing is a technique that can be experienced
individually or collectively. Typically, the context in
which check-listing occurs is a team effort involving two or
three individuals focussing on a particular problem or situa-
tion. At the same time they refer to any kind of index sys-
tem that seemingly has little, if anything, to do with the
subject being investigated. They then proceed to discuss and
develop any possible relationships.
A suitable stimulus for check-listing might be the
yellow pages of a phone book, the index at the end of a book,
a dictionary or any other similar indexed or categorized
material. The individuals allow themselves to practice 11 free
association" between the subject being considered and the
indexed stimulus in order to develop new relationships, con-
siderations and alternative ways of viewing different aspect .3
of the situation or problem.
The following example may help to illustrate the tech-
nique or process of check-listing: The subject under
consideration is, "How might groups behave in order to
maximize their potential?" The stimulus is the 'B 1 section
of the yellow pages of a phone book. Going down the page we
come to the word "box springs." What is there about a box
spring that relates to maximizing group potential? Box
springs might represent individual units tied together with
a common bond. This common bond causes each individual
spring to respond when any nearby spring in the total system
is acted upon or is required to support a load. If this
common bond did not exist, that spring would collapse.
Furthermore, its collapse could quite possibly cause other
springs around it to collapse. The relationship of the con-
cept and function of a box spring to the interaction of a
group of individuals is readily apparent. In effect, a box
spring represents the group concept of unity and diversity;
the individual springs represent diversity and the common
bond tieing the system together represents unity.
When the check-listing teams have had time to develop
a considerable number of associations and analogies, each of
the teams share their results with the total support group.
Most groups are astounded by the different approaches and
alternatives that the separate teams develop. The common
sharing of these cannot help but produce a wider perspective
of the problem situation being considered.
Check-listing has thus far proven to continuously
yield significant, worthy ideas and considerations related
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to an extensive array of problems and situations. It also
provides one of the most positively reinforcing experiences
for enhancing the creative self concept of the individuals
involved in responsitivity. As the participants begin to
discover their abilities to generate ideas, alternatives and
new perceptions at a very rapid rate, they also begin to
discover their creativity.
BIONICS
In its attempt to tap all the potential methods for
generating creativity, responsitivity has found particular
success in the use of a method called "bionics." Bionics is
designed to stimulate the awareness and development of random
relationships between the topic being considered and some
element or aspect of Nature. Bionics utilizes the various
elements, characteristics, attributes and functions found in
Nature to stimulate the creativity of the group.
The facilitator merely identifies some common or un-
common aspect of Nature and develops a question relating the
problem the group is working on to that aspect. The indivi-
duals "free associate," letting their minds wander and
verbally respond to the question.
Simple examples from the life support system of plants
and animals can provide stimuli for the utilization of
bionics. Looking at the attributes and functions of a tree,
for example, it is possible to develop analogies that relate
to many different human situations. A tree has various
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elements. These include its roots, trunk, branches, leaves,
bark, sap, fibers, buds and fruit. The functions of each of
these elements, when looking at the tree as a total unit,
can easily be related to almost any man made organization.
Isolating one of these may help to illustrate the
in cent of bionics. For example, the fibers running through-
out the circulatory system of a tree can be perceived as
being analogous to the communications system within an organ-
ization. To discover the nature of intraorganizational com-
munication, therefore, we might look at the function and
processes that exist in the fiber system of a tree.
In order for the group to utilize bionics, it is not
necessary that they initially be so specific. They may begin
with a more general question and then relate these processes
in a specific way. An example of relating bionics in a gen-
eral way is demonstrated by the thoughts and ideas that a
particular group was able to generate by answering the fol-
lowing question, "In what ways does a tree manifest processes
of communication?"
Anne - ".
. .
the roots communicating with the source
of sustenance ..."
Betty - ".
. .
the rustle of the leaves ..."
Carl - "
. . .
the changing of the seasons - changing
moods ..."
Doug - "A tree can be supportive."
Betty - "Animals living in the tree get much of their
protection from the sounds made within the tree
i.e. other animals coming into the tree."
Eric - "The direction of growth is always skyward.
"
Doug - "A tree reflects growth."
Sergio - "A tree can reflect sadness."
Carl - "A tree reflects all kinds of emotion.
"
Carl - "A tree can be a guide and in that way communi-
cate to man.
"
- "Each tree has individual characteristics."Juan
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Anne - "Trees have a sense of majesty."
Betty - "The bond between a tree and the earth manifests
strength.
"
Eric - "It transfers energy from the sun to other ele-
ments of nature."
Anne - "The seed of a tree carries new life."
Carl - "Oxygen ma.de from trees allows animals to live."
Sergio - "All the elements or components of a tree lead
to its life source."
Betty - "There are different colors and essences of
trees .
"
Carl - "Paper made from trees allows others to communi-
cate .
"
Juan - "Wood used in man made forms is used to communi-
cate architectural design and function."
Bionics represents an infinite resource for stimulat-
ing the creativity of people. The resource stimuli are lit-
erally as vast as the world of Nature itself. The greatest
benefit of bionics is that it causes the group to expand
their awareness and considerations in a given problem situa-
tion which is an enjoyable process that permits the indivi-
duals to discover some of the meanings inherent in the
lessons of Nature. In addition to this, bionics provides
an extremely strong reinforcement of the phenomenon of synergy
through collective creative effort.
OTHER CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES
The preceeding three creative problem solving tech-
niques have been extensively utilized with the groups having
experienced responsitivity . There are numerous other similar
or related techniques which have been included within respon-
sivity sessions to a much more limited degree. Perhaps as
the process continues to evolve, these other techniques,
which are summarized in the following section, will become
more integrated so that their significance can be more
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clearly identified and elaborated. They are included here
so that others desiring to utilize responsitivity can be
provided with a broader spectrum of creative problem solving
skills.
FUNCTIONAL VISUALIZATION
"Functional visualization" is a technique that enables
the group to view the problem situation through many alter-
native and diverse perspectives. Functional visualization
involves a simple process in which the group members attempt
to reduce the problem statement to numerous noun and verb
relationships. Desirably these relationships should be ex-
pressed with just two words although short verb phrases of
three to five words are useful, too.
The exercise is typically done verbally and is best
illustrated by the following example: if the given problem
is to develop alternative ways of teaching students, the
group might look at the relationship of "teaching students."
They would then develop other verb/noun relationships to
describe what the process of teaching students means to them
without using either of the two original words in their
functional visualizations. Examples that add insight into
the process of teaching students might be: "guiding chil-
dren," "developing human beings," and "uncovering resources."
In other words, the desired result is to gain alternative
ways of perceiving what actually occurs or should occur in
the process of teaching students.
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MORPHOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS,
AND JUXTAPOSITION
STRIP SORTING, PROGRAMMING CARDS,
These four* creative problem solving techniques were
each developed by different people. All four, however,
simply attempt to accomplish very srmilar objectives through
very similar processes. For this reason they are described
collectively in a general way.
The intent of these techniques is to provide new in-
sights into problems through discovering or forcing new
relationships between subject areas related to the problem.
Ideas on a subject, proposed possible solutions, program
elements or aspects of concern are suscinctly written on
either index cards or larger note cards. These are grouped
either at the time they are suggested or after many sugges-
tions have been offered, depending on which technique is
utilized. Likewise, depending on the technique utilized,
the grouping may be ordered and structured or they may be
random and accidental. In the technique of "programming
cards," the process is completed at this point by taking
each of the structured groupings and writing a program com-
ponent utilizing each card element as a stimulus for concern
or response.
In the other three techniques, the groupings are
ordered in rows or columns and rows. These are then shifted
randomly either vertically or laterally. Through this move-
ment the ideas, possible solutions, elements or concerns are
forced into a juxtaposition with each other thereby producing
new relationships. Hence, the potential for new insights is
developed.
The following description of one of these techniques
may help to clariiy the nature of discovery that is poten-
tially possible in these processes. In morphological syn-
thesis there are seven groupings, each having seven elements
related to that group topic. These are ordered in seven
vertical columns so that a seven unit by seven unit grid is
formed. The columns are then randomly shifted up and down
so that when one reads horizontally, new relationships or
aspects related to the problem are discovered or realized.
One way to make this process a stimulating, exciting expe-
rience is to attempt to contrive sentences from the forced
horizontal associations. The sentences or phrases themselves
can produce new insights. (82: 31 ) See Appendix A
ATTRIBUTE LISTING
Attribute Listing as a creative problem solving tech-
nique is not to be confused with Personal Attribute Listing.
Attribute listing is a technique which utilizes the charac-
teristics or attributes of any stimulus known to the problem
solver. In this process an item or thing is identified and
subsequently attributes common to it are identified. An
association is then attempted in order to adapt a particular
attribute or characteristic to the problem, need or situa-
tion that is being formed. (82: 3 °)
The association is a metaphoric one. A material or
physical example of applied technology might be developed
by using attribute listing in space technology. For example,
astronauts travel into space in compact compartmentalized
life support system modules. These characteristics are in
a real sense attributes of a space module. A profound in-
sight would develop if these attributes were applied to the
housing problems of the world's populations. These identical
atcributes can now be seen in many designer's concepts of
future vehicles of mass transit. Likewise, these attributes
could be applied to the development of student's study
carols, which might be identified self contained, compact,
compartmentalized, educational "life support systems."
SYNECTICS
One additional technique, Synectics, although not
completely consistent within responsitivity ' s conceptual
framework for group interaction, has proven to be beneficial
in certain situations. Synectics is a creative problem
solving process that incorporates many of the techniques
previously discussed. Synectics weaves a network of tech-
niques into a complete closed process that has a beginning,
a prescribed, yet, flexible format, and an intended point of
closure. Because of the nature of its prescribed format, it
is extremely difficult to incorporate synectics into the
framework of responsitivity. However, it can provide a use-
ful supplemental process, one which generates a high degree
of group creativity.
"Synectics brings together imaginative, free and
creative speculation and disciplined ways of behaving so
that speculation is not cut down but valued and encouraged.
"
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(5 Z.L : 8) “Innovative solutions to a specific problem are
sought through a process of consciously reversing the order
of things and 'making the strange familiar and the familiar
strange'.
“ Requiring an experienced leader, the synectic
session is a lively and dynamic flanking maneuver in which
rational, obvious solutions are abandoned for what might seem
irrelevant, even bizarre approaches. (82: 35)
The requirement of an experienced leader is one factor
which limits the utilization of synectics in responsitivity
.
Responsit ivity is designed to utilize the leadership poten-
of all members of the support group. No single expe-
rienced leader has the responsibility for stimulating or
generating the creativity of the group. However, if a group
desires to use the synectics' process, one of the group's
members should develop an expertise in this process by in-
vestigating either of the two following sources: Synectics
by W.J.J. Gordon, 1961, The Practice of Creativity by Gordon
Prince, 1970.
DECISION MAKING
The purpose of incorporating the previously discussed
creative problem solving techniques into the process of
responsitivity is to enable a support group to generate many
alternative ideas, thoughts, choices, and potential solutions.
Through the generation of these alternatives, the support
group is provided with background material and perspectives
with which they can more effectively and competently move
into the decision making and solution implementation phases
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of problem solving.
All creative problem solving process skills and tech-
niques, while producing an abundance of ideas and possible
problem solutions, also generate certain indirect, but no
less significant, process results. One of these is the
recognition by the support group of their significance as
problem solvers. Their common group experience in developing
alternative potential problem solutions causes them to per-
ceive the recognition of the natural relationship between
problem solving, decision making and solution implementation.
The nature of the creative problem solving process causes
the support group to become comprehensively aware of many
of the aspects surrounding a particular subject or problem.
This comprehensive awareness allows the realization that
they should become the decision makers and solution imple-
menters, not as individuals, but as a total group.
Since the support group members have thus far related
to each other as peers, it is apparent that any decision
making process that might be utilized must reinforce this
peer interaction relationship. In addition, any process
should also be compatible and harmonious with the operating
behavioral principles under which they have been working.
There is one exception to this. The exception relates to
deferred judgement. In making decisions a judgement is the
means by which a product, result or decision is achieved.
Therefore deferred judgement is no longer operative. Deter-
mining the merit of ideas or proposed resolutions requires
54that the group make judgments, but it should be remembered
that it is a judgement of ideas not of the people contribut-
ing them.
CONSULTATION
The process of decision making providing the comple-
mentary framework for the peer interaction relationship and
the operating behavioral principles, and therefore utilized
within responsitivity, is called Consultation. Consultation
as presented within responsitivity, takes its form from the
process of consultation that is practiced within the Baha'i
Faith.
Baha'i consultation consists of six progressive,
ordered steps which are as follows:
1. Ascertain the facts.
2. Agree on the facts.
3
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Conduct a full and frank discussion of the subiectEvery mdividual has an obligation to state his vi^wsbut also to listen to the views of others.SK£I,tl"' '°r *•“ row of
Within responsitivity the steps of consultation are identical
to those above with the exception of the third step which is
modified so that the words "spiritual principles" are re-
placed with "human values and principles."
The consultative process within responsitivity attempts
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to foster and reinforce the development of a participatory
democracy. The nature of the word democracy as it is used
here is intended to mean a system of values, a climate of
beliefs governing behavior, that people are internally com-
pelled to affirm by deeds as well as words. These values
include
:
1. Ful1 and free communication, regardless of rank and
power.
2. A reliance on consensus, rather than the more cus-
tomary forms of coercion or compromise to manage
conflict
.
3. The idea that influence is based on technical compe-
tence and knowledge rather than on the vagaries of
personal whims or prerogatives of power.
4. An atmosphere that permits and even encourages emo-
tional expression as well as task oriented acts.
5. A basically human bias, one that accepts the inevi-
tability of conflict between the organization and the
individual, but that is willing to cope with and
mediate this conflict on rational grounds. (9: 4)
The development of support group consultative deci-
sion making skills is accomplished by attempting to make
decisions by carefully proceeding through the six steps of
consultation while the facilitator explains the rationale
behind each step.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ELEMENTS OF CONSULTATION
Step One: Ascertain the facts . V/hen the purpose of
a support group is to solve problems, make decisions and
implement problem solutions as a group, they must be con-
cerned with ascertaining the facts in the problem situation.
Only when this step initiates the decision making process,
can any kind of a competent decision be made. Further, only
when this is a group process can' all the members of that
group begin the problem solving process with any level of
common awareness.
Common awareness is the greatest common denominator
that can be guaranteed through ascertaining the facts. Com-
mon understanding within the total group, which might be a
more desirable goal, is virtually impossible given the
uniqueness ana diversity of individual experiences. It is
this inherent diversity which produces different perceptions
in a given situation which, in turn, fosters the development
of alternatives from which a choice may be made.
Common awareness of the facts surrounding a given
situation enables group decision making to occur. If the
individuals comprising the group each have a different set
of facts by which they are viewing the given problem, then
any solution will only reflect the chaos that occurs from
that discrepancy of awareness. The optimum decision or
problem resolution evolves when the optimum setting for
decision making is present.
Part of ascertaining the facts must include answering
the following questions: (1) Does a problem exist?, and, if
so, (2) do we, as a group, have the responsibility or au-
thority to act as problem solvers/decision makers regarding
this problem? During this step it is fundamental that the
group utilize technical competence and skill, as opposed to
opinion or emotion, in ascertaining whether certain inputs
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constitute relevant facts. A later element of consultation
provides for the inclusion of emotional response and opinion.
It is not valid to assume that a problem solving group
naturally bases their decisions on facts. Careful analysis
of many task forces will show that too often decision making
processes are typically governed by a sensitivity to politics,
economics, technology or simply the prerogatives of power.
The results of this approach to problem solving are frequently
apparent in the inadequacy of the solutions proposed or at-
tempted by the institutional and organizational task forces
using them.
Agree on the facts
. This step while some-
what simplistic is extremely significant. It is intended to
allow the support group to determine or ascertain the facts
and come to a common closure by stating, "These are the
facts that will be utilized in developing a resolution and
reaching a decision. " If there is total agreement, they are
prepared to go to the next step of consultation. If there
is disagreement or if there are still unanswered questions,
a more intense investigation of the problem situation may
be necessary. Coming to closure also implies that, as new
facts are discovered or made available, they must be shared
with the total group in order that a common awareness can
be maintained.
If an individual were to become adamant in his be-
lief that a proposed fact is really not a fact but merely
an opinion, this also may be an indication that further
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investigation is warranted.
and agree on all relevant and
human values and principles
. The third step of
consultation requires the group to identify and determine
the relevant or applicable human values and principles that
aPPly to the subject of consultation. This may appear to be
an almost insurmountable task. It is extremely difficult
for an individual to determine and identify his own values
and principles by which he makes decisions to guide his life.
To ask a group of people to determine and identify their
group value system in a given problem situation is an over-
whelming challenge.
The process proposed here begins with a concept of
value clarification, and leads eventually to value actuali-
zation. More on this subject will be discussed in Chapter
IV.
Step Pour: Conduct a full and frank discussion of
the subject, wherein every individual has an obligation to
state his views but also to listen to the views of others
.
In order to be effective in their decision making process,
group members must be open with each other when discussing
a problem or situation. The operating behavioral principle
of ego separation, previously discussed, must be in effect
during this consultative step. Full and frank discussion
can only occur when ego separation is practiced by all the
participants. One way to achieve ego separation within the
discussion is to differentiate between contributions of
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intellect and contributions of emotion. In other words, we
need to think with our intellect and feel with our emotions.
When it is explicit which is occuring, everything can run
smoothly. When we begin thinking with our emotions or
feeling with our intellect, we have begun the first step
toward irrational behavior which cannot help but to engender
a similar reaction from others.
The distinction between emotion and intellect can be
accomplished very simply by the support group members. When
it is clear to a person that his contribution to the discus-
sion is one based on his emotions, he can semantically
clarify that by beginning his contribution with "I feel
that
. .
.". Emotions are valuable indicators and their
inclusion should be encouraged and utilized by the support
group. If a person clarifies the rationale behind his
emotional input or reaction, that person is attempting to
give intellectual reasons substantiating his initial feel-
ings. This should be encouraged and practiced by the indi-
viduals throughout the discussion of the subject.
A person need not rationally justify an emotional
reaction or contribution. One can simply "have a good
feeling" or "have a negative feeling" about an idea or a
suggested direction or proposal. However, when one attempts
to react or contribute intellectually, a reasoned explana-
tion can and should be expected by the support group.
Any ideas that are offered during consultation should
be presented as gifts to the group and, therefore, become
the property of the group. Everyone, including the person
suggesting the idea, must rationally and objectively con-
sider the merit of each idea. This is possible only if
that idea is free from attachment to any personality.
StQP
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The full and frank discussion
of step four, when successful, should result in a clarifi-
cation of the attitudes, feelings and perspectives of the
members of the group. This clarification should indicate
a "sense" of the group. Any person perceiving this "sense"
should, therefore, construct a proposal that seeks to re-
solve the problem. The most desirable resolution is one
which synthesizes the best ideas that have been offered by
each member. Discussion should then focus critically on the
merits of the proposed resolution.
S_t_ep. Six: Come to consensus. Agree or vote on the
resolution and implement the decision
. The final step in
consultation is achieving total consensus in support of the
proposed resolution and implementing that resolution in
final form. If voting is necessary it is still the respon-
sibility of the total group to give their complete support
to the will of the majority.
Within consultation the goal should be to create a
group synthesis in which the purpose becomes the consensus
of the group in the creative development and implementation
of a problem resolution.
The importance of striving for and relying upon
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consensus has numerous significant effects upon the quality
of the support group's interaction as well as the quality
of the decisions they make and implement. Whenever con-
sensus is achieved, different by-products result. Achieving
total consensus through consultation means that a unity of
purpose within the group is maintained. It is through this
unity of purpose that the resulting decision will be imple-
mented.
It is significant to note that solutions do not fol-
low decisions. Solutions follow successful implementation
and it is the responsibility of the total group to implement
the decision. Without a reliance on people to implement
decisions, the greatest and most significant decisions are
meaningless and ineffectual.
Not all decisions that are ms.de by a group will nec-
essarily be successful or correct once they are implemented.
But, if the group has achieved consensus in their collective
and unanimous determination to support the implementation
of a decision that is later found to be unsuccessful, the
group will know that it was not the right decision. However,
if during the implementation process, a decision that did
not enjoy the group's total support, was made and then
failed, it is difficult to determine whether that decision
initially was correct or whether the failure was the result
of the decision not having the support of the total group
during implementation.
In the process of consultation, Step Six, coming to
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consensus, provides for a voting procedure when consensus
cannot be achieved. When this situation occurs, however, it
is still extremely important that the group give their total
active support in the implementation of the decision. Con-
sultation makes a provision for a majority/minority situa-
tion to occur when voting is necessary, but no provision is
provided with respect to implementation. The only rational
explanation that can be offered is that the unity of the
support group must be of utmost importance in the minds and
hearts of the group’s members.
CONSULTATION AND CREATIVE FOLLOWERSHIP
There is one other aspect of consultation as it
relates to the total concept of responsitivity which should
be noted. A dynamic connection exists between the process
of consultation as a decision making mechanism and the notion
of creative followership as a leadership model. In both
processes the leadership role is identical for it is the
subject that is being considered by the group that, in es-
sence, is leading or guiding the group's efforts. The per-
son facilitating merely guides the interaction of the group
enabling the subject to be given adequate, collective con-
sideration. It is this highly significant factor that makes
it possible for the group members to practice the principle
of ego separation as well as reducing or eliminating the
more common forms of defensive behavior typically present
when a group of people work together. It is also the exist-
ence of the subject as leader that makes it possible to
effectively resolve problems and actually implement deci-
sions. When the group members do not feel the need or pres
sure to deal with personalities or personality conflicts,
it becomes possible to begin to deal with the subject or
problem at hand.
CHAPTER IV
RES PONS ITIVITY AND OUR CREATIVE HUMAN POTENTIAL
The previous chapter concludes with a description of
the decision making process of consultation. Consultation
is presented as the most desirable form of group decision
making because of its complete harmony with the other com-
ponents and concepts contained within responsitivity
.
How-
ever, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for the sup-
port group to utilize consultation effectively unles ade-
quate attention, reflection and action is directed toward
the third step of that process. Within this third step the
support group will need to "determine the relevant and ap-
plicable human values and principles that relate to the
subject or problem being considered. 11
This step provides the stimulus for the major thrust
or emphasis of responsitivity enabling it to be an effective
problem solving process. This emphasis is on values and the
valuing process. The intent in the third step of consulta-
tion is to recognize, integrate, and legitimize the role
which values play in any decision making process. The sup-
port group will become more effective in their problem
solving efforts if they recognize and act upon the realiza-
tion that, "... the choice of the decision maker is the
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result of: (1) the information given, (2) the options open
to him, and (3) the values by which he judges the informa-
tion and options." ( 53 : 58 - 59 ) The relationship between
values and the decision making process can be explained more
effectively by looking at the nature of scientific investi-
gation.
Science prides itself in its objectivity in decision
making. Every scientific study can supposedly be defended
under the banner of "a search after truth" utilizing con-
crete facts, logic and reason. But contrary to what science
would have us believe, every objective scientific endeavor
is enmeshed in a complex web of subjective value choices
made by a person or persons. ( 56 : 391-396) The following
selected example should provide a clearer understanding of
this relationship between science and values.
If I value knowledge of the "three R‘s" as a goal of edu-
cation, the methods of science can give me increasingly
accurate information as to how this goal may be achieved.
If I value problem-solving ability as a goal of education,
the scientific method can give me the same kind of help.
Now if I wish to determine whether problem-solving ability
is "better" than knowledge of the three R's then scien-
tific method can also study those two values, but only--
and this is very important--only in terms of some other
value which I have subjectively chosen. I may value col-
lege success. Then I can determine whether problem-
solving ability or knowledge of the three R’s is most
closely associated with that value. I may value personal
integration or vocational success or responsible citizen-
ship. I can determine whether problem-solving ability or
knowledge of the three R‘s is "better" for achieving any
one of these values. But the value or purpose which
gives meaning to a particular scientific endeavor must
always lie outside of that endeavor. ( 56 : 393)
It is the recognition of the relationship between
values and decision making that enables the support group to
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begin to collectively investigate the nature of values and
the valuing process. Tlirough^this investigation they wm
M^ll^o_^§j-ii^^omprehensive perspective of the inter
-
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ghijss—that exist between a11 the components of
responsitivlty
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The word "value" as used in responsitivity is defined
as follows: "(1) an abstract concept, often merely implicit,
that defines what ends or means to an end are desirable;
(2) a goal; (3) the degree of worth ascribed to an object or
activity." (27: 172) While definitions 2 and 3 are impor-
tant in responsitivity, the major emphasis is placed on
definition 1. This is primarily because responsitivity is
a
>
a process t a. mechanism by which people may
.quali tatively resolve problems and establish objectives.
VALUES AND COMMUNITY
The value system of any society reflects its culture.
It is through culture that ".
. .we are taught how to feel
about everything in our environment —
_ ideas, events, people,
and objects. It is the culturally sanctioned pattern of
positive and negative feelings about these things which
constitutes the value system of any society. Every value
system can be understood in terms of three subsystems or-
ganized around the way man defines his relationship to three
different types of environments
:
physical, social, and
supernatural. The function of these value systems is to
bring some kind of order and structure into those relation-
ships. A certain kind of balance must be maintained among
6 ?
the subsystems if the whole society is to have an order that
is functional, adaptive, and progressive." (88: 13 )
A support group represents a sub-societal community,
and, as such, the foregoing aspects of a societal value sys-
tem have direct application. However, any support group
operating within any technologically developed country today
is automatically confronted with a serious dilemma. In
these societies there is no longer a balance between the
physical, social and supernatural societal subsystems; hence,
there exists no single and common value system that provides
order for such a society. One reason for the development of
this situation is the inability to effectively deal with the
acceleration and diversity of life in a technological
society.
"Value turnover is now faster than ever before in history.
While in the past a man growing up in a society could
expect that its public value system would remain largely
unchanged in his lifetime, no such assumption is warranted
today, except perhaps in the most isolated of pre-techno-
logical communities.
This implies temporariness in the structure of both public
and personal value systems, and it suggests that whatever
the content of values that arise to replace those of the
industrial age, they will be shorter-lived, more ephemeral
than the values of the past. There is no evidence what-
soever that the value systems of the techno-societies are
likely to return to a "steady state" condition. For the
foreseeable future, we must anticipate still more rapid
value change
.
Within this context, however, a second powerful trend is
unfolding. For the fragmentation of societies brings
with it a diversification of values. We are witnessing
the crack-up of consensus.
Most previous societies have operated with a broad cen-
tral core of commonly shared values. This core is now
contracting, and there is little reason to anticipate the
formation of a new broad consensus within the decades
ahead. The pressures are outward toward diversityinward toward unity." (62: 269)
u , not
The resolution of this societal value crisis as it
relates to either the total society or the support group
cannot found in creating a society where in a different
community exists for every value system. The resolution
cannot be found in simply moving with the tide of pluralisti
societal value systems as the above quotation dismally sug-
gests. That view does not relate to the needs of the con-
temporary community because today's community is, in effect,
today the entire world.
"The stability of community life depends upon members of
the community sharing the social values which support the
moral order. When the moral order disintegrates, there
is no basis for community life." (88: 13)
To resolve the dilemma of values, the forces of diversity,
acceleration and unity must be totally integrated, enabling
them to become the complementary components of the society's
value system.
Responsitivity is presented as a possible medium or
means by which the integration of these and other seemingly
contradictory forces can be achieved. Responsitivity thus
provides for the development of a collective, societal, or
community value system to which the support group directs
its attention.
VALUING IN THE SUPPORT GROUP
Within responsitivity the subject of values is in-
troduced to the support group through a "values game." The
support group members are provided with an opportunity to
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play with abstract, and, to varying degrees, intangible
values by "playing" with tangible, concrete, physical things.
In this values game the support group is asked to build a
structure. The structure which, for the purpose of the game
is referred to as a house, must, when completed, contain the
following components:
a. the foundation - a solid base upon which the main
structure rests.
b. the main structure - that part of the total house
in which the people reside.
c. the securing or connecting elements - that which
holds the whole house together.
d. the roof - that which covers and protects the total
structure
.
The support group is then given sixteen identically
shaped black blocks which represent the building materials
that are available for completing the structure. Each of
the blocks has a brightly colored word written on it. Each
word is either a value which an individual may hold or some-
thing which an individual may value. At this point there is
no distinction made between things which people may value,
such as cooperation and emotion, and values which people may
hold, such as justice.
The group is then requested to cooperatively erect
the structure. Only two stipulations or rules are then
imposed. The first is that they must account for all four
components during their building process: the foundation,
the main structure, the securing or connecting element, and
the roof. It is related to the group that they have the
free choice to make one building material represent the
total house or any part thereof. They can use only one
block or all sixteen blocks. The second stipulation is
that, bef or 2 any building material can be placed in the
structure the total support group must achieve consensus
as to where it is placed in terms of what component of the
structure it is to be part of.
The building materials presently utilized consist
of: Change, Cooperation, Diversity, Emotion, Growth, Joy,
Justice, Love, Open-ended, Order, Peace, Self, Service,
Trust, Unity, and Values.
The process of the game typically centers around a
collective semantic investigation of what these sixteen
materials represent to each of the participants. The actual
erection, ordering or arranging of a physical structure
enables the participants to gain an understanding of the
interrelationships of values and other semantic representa-
tions which relate to values or the valuing process. The
completed result of an actual structure is that the indivi-
duals separately and, more importantly, collectively, have
gained a sense of what their value system is, and how it
might be presented in an ordered, hierarchial way.
When the structure is completed, the individuals are
asked if they would want to live in the house or structure
they have erected. The answer to this question enables the
group to make a conscious affirmation of the initial value
system resulting from their experiences in this game.
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The values game is an initial step in the expansion,
clarification and consolidation of a common value system for
the group. There are other processes that will help create
a more fully developed value system which can be consciously
interjected into the decision making process of consultation.
Thus the support group's decision making will take on a
totally new and dynamic character.
VALUING AND THE PROCESS COMPONENTS OF RESPONSITIVITY
As the support group experiences the various concepts
and processes presented in the components of responsitivity
and individuals begin to see, perhaps for the first time,
how a group can function positively and productively when
collectively and consciously working on utilizing these com-
ponents, those individuals begin to accept and internalize
the attitudes and behaviors that result from those experi-
ences. This acceptance and internalization stimulates the
group and enables them to realize, desire and value more
positive expectations for itself. In effect what occurs
within the support group is the establishment of an entirely
new set of expectations.
These new expectations are partially the direct result
of the utilization of: (1) creative followership as a basic
leadership style, (2) the support group as the medium of
interaction of individuals, and (3) the basic operating
behavioral principles as the means by which group interaction
is governed. Contributing to this new set oi expectations
are the feelings, attitudes and behaviors that result from
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the group’s collective common experience in creative problem
solving and consultation.
The combined effect generated by the above elements
of responsitivity is a synergetic one. That is, the indi-
vidual creative human potential that is released during the
process of responsitivity will be utilized collectively, the
resultant products oi which will be of greater magnitude
than if individuals were to utilize their creative potential
independent of each other.
As the support group becomes further involved in the
processes of responsitivity and gains an understanding of
the relationship of its components, they will begin to
enhance and increase their capacity to resolve problems while
simultaneously increasing their individual and collective
knowledge, awareness and humanness. They will come to under-
stand, utilize, manifest and build upon concepts, behaviors,
qualities, processes and values such as the following:
Chance
Community
Consultation
Consensus
Cooperation
Creativity
Diversity
Ego Separation
Emotion
Growth
Holistic Thinking
Human Potential
Intuit :i on
Joy
Justice
Knowledge
Love
Motivation
Oneness
Optimizing
Order
Peace
Positive Orientation
Reflection
Responsiveness
Self Actualizing
Sensitivity
Service
Sharing-
Synergy
Synthesis
Trust
Truth
Unity
Universality
Valuing
Wisdom
The logic behind this process of establishing new ex-
pectations can be succinctly explained. Within responsitiv-
ity the individual within the support group setting is guided
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through numerous successive positive experiences. As this
person begins to develop his skills and discovers his
creative human potential through these successive positive
experiences, he begins to basically expect positive things
to happen around him. Owing to the process he is experienc-
ing he begins to see things in the immediate environment
which support those positive expectations. He will inter-
pret the environment in terms of his ability to optimize.
The individual experiencing responsitivity is involved
with a concept that, when taken collectively, is totally new
and the result is an individual gaining a recognition of an
entirely new pattern of expectations. He will see a new
pattern of opportunities for growth because the focus being
on the positive as opposed to perceiving threats as the
result of having developed negative expectations. If a
positively oriented individual encounters this experience,
and significantly changes his total expectations in a posi-
tive, fulfilling way, he will begin to see the elements in
his surrounding environment in an identical way. This will
enable him to see others in terms of an opportunity to love,
serve, share, and cooperate rather than as an opportunity
to exploit, manipulate, or compete.
Through the successive reinforcement of positive
behavioi’s and expectations the total transformation of the
individual is begun. The potential of positive expectations
is macrocosmic in its scope. A set of new, positive expec-
tations can alter how one views the world, for, when one
views the world differently, one feels differently, when one
feels differently, one behaves differently, and, as one
behaves differently, that behavior becomes the tangible man-
ifestation of the transformation of that individual. ( 119 )
Within the context of the support group, responsitiv-
ity represents the process by which this transformation can
take place on a collective sub-societal group level. When a
group of individuals generate positive group expectations,
those expectations form the basis for their cooperative
activity. When they act on those expectations, they are
able to go through the same transformation process as that
of the individual. ( 119 )
A graphic representation should serve to further
clarify the contentions made in the foregoing explanation.
The following illustration presents the various attitudes,
behaviors, concepts, or processes that are conveyed,
fostered and/or experienced by the support group as they
become involved in the development of the skills which are
presented and shared in the different components of respon-
sitivity. These are graphically presented in grid form so
that the reader can mentally play with the process of jux-
taposing these words, to discover their inherent inter-
relationships
.
These are limited to the number sixteen
simply for the purpose of this illustration. There are an
infinite number of other possible variables that are tan-
gible results of the support group's experience in the
process of responsitivity. See Illustration A.
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thinking
Illustration A
Resultant Attitudes, Behaviors, Concepts and Processes
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The collective and synergetic experiencing of these
attitudes, behaviors, concepts or processes has the effect
of guiding the support group to a complementary supporting
array of intangible, abstract values. These are graphically
presented in a similar grid form, so that insight can be
gained from juxtaposing their interrelationships. See
Illustration B.
It should be emphasized that the elements and their
arrangement oi juxtaposition, appearing in the previous two
illustrations, are not intended to be interpreted as being
fixed, rigid or finite.
When one begins to combine and juxtapose the elements
contained in these two grids, he will graphically illustrate
the effect of the collective transformation of the support
group. The results of this juxtaposing process represent a
primary contention of responsitiv.ity. When the support
group acts on a new set of expectations which become tangibly
manifested in their Interaction with the attitudes, behav-
iors. concepts, and processes of responsitlvity that support
group will begin to manifest the foregoing resultant values
.
Placing a limited number of these into random juxtaposition
may help to clarify and illustrate this effect. See Illus-
tration C.
VALUE CLARIFICATION
Responsitivi ty provides for a four step process of
valuing. Sequentially these are 1) value clarification,
2) value modification, 3) value maturation and 4) value
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POTENTIAL
ORDER KNOWLEDGE
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Illustration B
Resultant Values
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orientation
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SERVICE
consensus optimizing SHARING
——
creativity
Illustration C
A Possible Juxtaposition of Values with
Attitudes, Behaviors, Concepts and Processes
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actualization. Value clarification encompasses those activ-
ities which provide an individual and/or a group with the
means to investigate, identify, define, delimit, and, in
effect, clarify those values which are to become part of a
collective or individual value system.
The values game is one such activity. The interaction
of the support group in the processes of creative problem
solving and consultation may indirectly be other value clar-
ifying activities.
An actual process of "value clarification" has been
developed which provides seven steps enabling one to clarify
his or her value system. These steps, in effect, provide
one form of criteria for the actual determination of some-
thing constituting a value or simply being a value indicator.
A value indicator is almost a value but falls short in a way
that relates to a person's volitional desires to manifest
that value. Attitudes are many times value indicators.
According to this process of value clarification
something is a value only when:
1. It has been freely chosen.
Choosing 2. It has been chosen from among alternatives.
3. It has been chosen after due reflection.
It has been prized and cherished.
Prizing 5. It has been publicly affirmed.
6. It has been incorporated into actual
Acting behavior, and
.
7. It has been repeated in one's life. (55*
This value clarification technique has not been ex-
tensively utilised in situations where responsitivity has
been implemented. Its incorporation here is intended to
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simply present a refined and tested process of value clari-
fication that may provide the reader with additional insight
into the worth and sequential nature of the value clarifying
process
.
VALUE MODIFICATION
As one begins to clarify one’s personal value system
as it relates to the concept of responsitivity
,
it is pos-
sible to begin to recognize or identify certain major or
minor inconsistencies or discrepancies in one's own system.
An illustration might be the person who realizes he highly
values the process and results of creativity but has a low
tolerance for diversity. As creativity is enhanced by
diversity, a conflict has arisen that must be resolved.
The very nature of value clarification necessitates resolving
such discrepancies which simply means modification of one's
own value system must occur. This brings into focus the
process of value modification.
Typically it is extremely difficult for people to
modify their values, for values are inextricably tied to
attitudes and behaviors which have been part of his or her
conscious and subconscious self since early childhood.
(55: 15-24) In addition to this, people who do question the
appropriateness or consistency of their value system fre-
quently do not do so until they are of an age where it be-
comes a traumatic experience to modify their values. Because
of the resulting sensitive or delicate nature of value modi-
fication, responsitivity attempts to create the kind of
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environment where the support group members begin to iden-
tify and deal with their value inconsistencies on a non-
threatening basis.
As the individuals come to value certain aspects of
their involvement with the support group, they begin to
positively identify with the attitudes, behaviors, princi-
ples, processes, and concepts that are apparent within the
interaction of that group. For example, when an individual
acquires positive feelings about cooperation, community and
consensus, it is possible that he will come to value unity
as an important part of his value system. Likewise, if an
individual perceives the group's positive and productive
experiences in creative problem solving as a direct result
of working under the principles of synergy, cooperation,
positive orientation and deferred judgement, the individual
can be guided to the realization that all aspects of creat-
ivity are enhanced by a maximum amount of diversity being
present within the group. The individual may then find him-
self incorporating diversity into his value system.
It is through the process of subconsciously and con-
sciously growing in one's awareness of certain values, as
they relate to the positive and successful experiences within
responsitivity, that new expectations, attitudes and behav-
iors can lead an individual to value clarification and
eventual value modification.
VALUE MATURATION AND VALUE ACTUALIZATION
Continued reflection on the subject of values through
the processes of value clarification and value modification
within responsitivity is intended to provide the support
group members, individually and as a whole, with the means
of actualizing and maturing their individual and collective
value systems. Through value maturation the individual
and/or the entire support group acquires an ability to align
his values with his attitudes and resultant behaviors. As
this process becomes internalized, it becomes one of
maturation.
When the maturation process is consciously and con-
tinually a u cendea to, the individual, and/or the support
group becomes involved in a self-actualizing process.
Therefore, when the individual is consciously and conscien-
tiously reflecting and acting upon his value system, he is
involved in the process of value actualization. Value ac-
tualization is the goal of valuing of having the individual,
by his own volition, guide his attitudes and behaviors by
his value system, and, in so doing, to begin to attain his
creative human potential.
OUR CREATIVE HUMAN POTENTIAL - THE PROCESS OF BECOMING
The question may come to one's mind "How can a proces
convince anyone to adopt a new set of collective values?"
The ansx-jer to this is as complex as the process of respon-
sitivity itself. In simplified terms, however, when people
alter their collective expectations and begin to realize a
high degree of self actualization through beginning to
achieve their creative human potential, they become less
defensive and insecure about who and what they are. This
allows an entry to the process of becoming their true selves;
of developing their distinctly human qualities and attri-
butes. The process of becoming is a never ending growth
process, in as one goal is achieved another becomes possible.
Each new cest, problem, or difficulty presents an opportunity
for growth. Therefore, if one begins, through exposure to
the principles, concepts and processes conveyed within re-
sponsitivity
,
to highly value the resultant behaviors, ex-
pectations and attitudes that one acquires, one has the po-
tential to change one's basic perception of life. This in
essence represents the basis of value transformation.
This means that by placing the elements of Illustra-
tions A (process) and B (Values) in either partial or total
juxtaposition through involvement in the process of respon-
sitivity, a new realization becomes increasingly apparent.
The internalization and operationalization of the operating
principles, processes, concepts, attitudes, and behaviors
within responsitivity become the tangible manifestation of
the intrinsic and intangible values represented in Illustra-
tion B. The adoption of responsitivity as a personal and
collective life style represents an initial step in the
process of consciously becoming mo^e fully "human.
"
Significant knowledge has been discovered and devel-
oped that relates to the human process of becoming. This
process is a building process — an expansion of one's total
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self, it is the inward and outward or worldly manifestation
of human growth and development. The process of becoming is
commonly associated in some way with words like "actualizing,"
fulfillment," "motivation," "creativeness," "self concept,"
"growth," and "integrativeness." The attempt to focus at-
tention on the process of becoming, which is essentially the
development and the release of human potential. For a per-
son to be consciously involved in the process of becoming,
he must have a growth oriented value system — a value sys-
tem that allows, nourishes and encourages growth that
allows one to expand. This means that "the fully function-
ing person" ( 56 : 115-117) is characterized by an "openness
to experience." ( 56 : 191 )
Responsitivity attempts to provide for the process of
becoming by assuming that all people have a "creative human
potential" and what is necessary is that a supportive envi-
ronment be established conducive to its release. This will
provide the first step toward making the release of the
creative human potential of each individual the primary
focus of his or her life process. The assumption or conten-
tion being made is that all normally functioning people have
the ability to develop, to varying degrees, their "self
actualizing creativeness." (40: 1T9)
"Self actualizing creativeness is characterized by
a special kind of perceptiveness the ability to see the
fresh, the concrete as well as the abstract — openness to
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experience
,
unfrightened by the unknown, spontaneous, ef-
fortless, the ability to resolve a dichotomy into a sensible
dynamic unity or synthesis. It is also characteristic of
the capability to be "ego-less," problem-centered and pos-
sessing the ability to integrate. "To the extent that cre-
ativeness is constructive, synthesizing, unifying, and inte-
grative, to that extent does it depend in part on the inner
integration of the person." (40: 132)
It is suggested that the potential for self actualized
creativeness is ".
. .A fundamental characteristic, inherent
in human nature which is given to all or most human beings
at birth, but which is most often lost or buried or inhibited
as the person gets enculturated.
" (40: 130)
The primary medium that is responsible for encultura-
tion is the formal and informal educational process of a
society. This might include parents, schools, institutions,
the environment, and all levels of government. In effect
this might suggest is that these factors or elements of a
person's life experience are primarily responsible for any
deficiency, inhibition or loss of self actualized creative-
ness that might occur. This should indicate where respon-
sitivity might be applied if it is sufficiently proven to
be a desirable and effective model for initiating and
guiding change.
CHAPTER V
RESPONSITIVITY AND ONENESS: THE RECOGNITION OF
UNIVERSALITY THROUGH WORLD CONSCIOUSNESS
MEDITATE:
"Since We have created you all from one same
substance, it is incumbent on you to be even as
one soul, walk with the same feet, eat with the
same mouth and dwell in the same land, that from
your inmost being by your deeds and actions, the
signs of oneness and the essence of detachment
may be made manifest." (4:20)
Baha'u* llah
REFLECT:
"The earth is but one country and mankind its
citizens." (5: 250)
Baha 'u' llah
"Most importantly we have learned that from
here on it is success for all or for none, for it
is experimentally proven by physics that "unity
is plural and at minimum two"
. . . You and I
are inherently different and complementary.
Together we average as zero--that is. as eter-
nity." (22: 125)
R. Buckminster Fuller
"If the work of the city is the remaking or
translation of man into a more suitable form than
his nomadic ancestors achieved, then might not
our current translation of our entire lives into
the spiritual form of information seem to make of
the entire globe and of the human family, a sin-
gle consciousness.
" (19: 23)
Marshall McLuhan
PONDER
:
"Consider: Unity is necessary to existence,
Love is. the very cause of life; on the other hand,
separation brings death. In the world of material
creation, for
. instance, all things owe their actu-
al life to unity. The elements which compose
wood, mineral, or stone, are held together by the
laws of attraction. If this law should cease for
one moment to operate these elements would not
hold together, they would fall apart, and the
object would in that particular form cease to
exist
. . .
So it is with the great body of humanity. The
wonderful Law of Attraction, Harmony and Unity,
holds together this marvelous Creation ..."
( 1 : 139 )
•Abdu’ 1-Baha
"But since men do not exist apart from the
world, apart from reality, the movement must begin
with the men-world relationship."* (20: 72)
Paulo Preire
^Author's note: The movement which Paulo
Preire speaks of is the progressive humanization
of mankind, a process which Preire believes to
be man's ontological and historical vocation.
CONTEMPLATE:
• • • We are engulfed in an invisible tidal
wave t hich, as it draws away, will leave humanity,if it survives, cast up upon an island of univer-
sal success uncomprehending how it has all hap-
pened. " (22: 105)
R. Buckminster Fuller
"Rapidly, we approach the final phase of the
extensions of man-- the technological stimulation
of consciousness, when the creative process of
knowing will be collectively and corporatively
extended to the whole of human society, much as
we have already extended our senses and nerves by
the various media." (19: 23)
Marshall Mcluhan
"
. . .To hook man into the universe-trans-
forming evolutionary system involves a complete
earth-around hookup." (23: 253)
R. Buckminster Fuller
"... The most important principle of divine
philosophy is the oneness of the world of human-
ity, the unity of mankind, the bond co joining
east and west, the tie of love which blends human
hearts." (7: 245 )
'Abdu 1 1-Baha
"VTe are all of us children of earth--grant us
that simple knowledge. If our brothers are op-
pressed, then we are oppressed. If they hunger,
we hunger. Yet we can make, if we choose, a
planet unvexed by war, untroubled by hunger or
fear." ( 99 : 4 )
Franklin D. Roosevelt
ONE WORLD ONENESS
For more than a century, men of vision have been
calling upon the peoples and governments of the world to
recognize and respond to the emergence of a world conscious-
ness that has transformed man’s total society into a "global
village. The visions of these men were, for many years,
ignored but it has become increasingly impossible to continue
to ignore them. The magnitude and effect of man's techno-
logical advancement necessitates not only recognition of
world consciousness, but demands of man a collective, co-
operative response that will enable him to become a success
in the universe. Bearing profound witness to the existence
of world consciousness is the telecommunications satellite
network that is enveloping the world.
"But in today's radiant dawn this good morning's Morning
Star is a communications satellite, through which new
ideas can move from one part of the world to the other
with the speed of light. And it comes bearing the gift
of universal language--the picture that moves needs no
translation. The clear understandability of this "voice"
makes a mockery of natural and political borders, and
will in time remove from the news of the world the fil-
ters set there by those who know what is good for us to
know. When people can see and judge events directly for
themselves, it will be a very different world, indeed."
( 19 : 23 )
With this developing world-wide communications net-
work will come the universal realization of the oneness of
mankind.
Technology has also provided nan with such universe
absorbing tools as the computer which renders no respect to
the outmoted practices of nationalism, provincialism or
selfishness. Continually information storage and retrieval
systems describe that knowledge is universally applicable,
and, as such, all problems confronting mankind are poten-
tially solvable.
The solvability of man's problems is made possible by
the use of various universal concepts. One such concept is
ephemeralization, the principle by which man is capable of
continually doing more and more with less and less.
An example of this is the progressive development of
the radio. The first radios were extremely large and akward.
The inside components were clustered with large filament
tubes, transformers and wires. Much later came the develop-
ment of the transistor, and radios were reduced in size con-
siderably, in addition, then quality was increased. In
effect, man was doing more with less. Following the tran-
sistor, came solid-state circuitry which reduced the size
and material cost of the radio still further. Again, the
quality of the radio has greatly increased.
The principle of ephemeralization is operative not
only in technology and man's physical world, but it is also
in effect in man's metaphysical world. As man's knowledge
of his world increases he is capable of doing more and more.
But man as a physical being remain: the same. He requires
no more food or shelter than before. In effect, his in-
creased potential through the acquisition of new knowledge
enables him to progressively accomplish more and more with
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less and less.
Man has available other similar examples of universal
problem solving tools for use today: synergetics, ekistics,
proxemics, and cybernetics. If such concepts provide the
means by which man can universally solve the problems which
confront him, what then is it that prevents him from effec-
tively utilizing these tools? What is it that prevents him
from acting upon the realization of the inherent oneness of
mankind? Is it man's choice - his will? Is it his institu-
tions? Is it the result of his educational and encultura-
tion processes? Is it because of all of these?
THE NATURE OF MAN
Man exists. Within his existence man has certain
characteristics or qualities which distinguish him from all
other life forms. In addition to the qualities of growth,
mobility, the power of attraction and sensory experience,
which are found in animal life, man has been given a mind.
While other animals have brains providing the basis for in-
stinct and sensory response to stimuli, only man has intel-
lect or mind. This characteristic permits man to develop
abstract concepts which he then reflects upon, and, in so
doing, begins to develop his capacity to transform his world.
This capacity for reflecting upon his thoughts and
actions on his very being — is a capacity that only man
possesses. Throughout the history of civilization man's
reflection on his existence and on his world has confirmed
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certain factors about man as a being.
1. Man is a social being
. Man is a social being. He
defines his purpose for existence in his relationship to
other members of the species. He has progressed from a
highly competitive, individualistic life style to one which
is increasingly cooperative and interdependent. V/hen man
utilizes his mind to reflect upon his existence as a social
being, his awareness of his "beingness" begins to be discov-
ered and he realizes that he can make an affect upon his
world.
2. Man is a problem solving being . As man is able to
reflect upon his world and himself his perceptions may com-
pel him to act upon the world and himself; to be transformed
so that man is able to advance in his development — to
become more fully human. Problem solving by humans can be
looked upon as being the product of reflection and action
which has as its goal the transformation of man and his
world. The capacity that enables man to transform his world
through problem solving is his inherent creative human
potential.
3. Man is a creative being . Man is given numerous
abilities which enable him to become a creative being; re-
flecting and acting upon his problem — the world. Includes
among these are critical thinking, the ability to abstract,
the ability to synthesize new relationships and the ability
to evaluate or qualify information. These represent some
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tools enabling man to continually transform his world.
Solving the problem he is confronted with requires a further
capacity — that is decision making.
.4. Man is a decision making being
. Man's vision of
reality is a world of choices. Because he is a conscious
being, man becomes submerged in life situations in which one
decision after another is required. Because of his conscious-
ness of the choices available, man becomes a risk-taking
being and his process of problem solving through decision
making becomes a continual challenge. It also becomes more
complex. This is due to the interrelationships of his
"being" characteristics. Man's role as decision maker be-
comes juxtaposed with his role as a problem solving, creative
and social being. In order that man can effectively utilize
all of these "being" capacities, he must develop and utilize
one more fundamental capacity — the capacity of qualitatively
valuing.
5. Man is a qualitative being . In order for a person
to make decisions, he must evaluate the choices and the in-
formation that confronts him. The process by which man
evaluates necessitates that he have or develop and utilize
values —
- the means by which he can qualitatively assess the
choices before him.
If man is to qualitatively transform the world then
the process by which he develops his values cannot be done
in an isolated way but must be done with others. He must
search out and find qualitative harmony, unity and accord
with others* This is what responsitivity is designed to
accomplish.
MAN AS A UNIVERSAL BEING
Responsitivity, as has been emphasized in previous
chapters, is founded on a basically positive orientation
which generates or fosters an acceptance and utilization of
diversity in people. This diversity which is represented in
the talents, skills, backgrounds, personalities, opinions
and perspectives of the participants, has the effect of
enhancing the quality of the productive outcome of their co-
operative efforts. What begins as simply an appreciation or
tolerance of diversity soon becomes a recognition of the
fundamental necessity for unity with diversity.
To highly value unity with diversity is an indicator
of universality in that it is a concept which can be imple-
mented or utilized in any human situation throughout the
world. It is a universal generalization.
In that it is through the recognition of universality
that responsitivity enables a group of people to identify
and thereby act upon their relationship to the world, the
principle of unity with diversity gains significance . To
act upon a belief in this principle is equivalent to acting
upon a belief in the oneness of mankind which can only be
accomplished through a world consciousness . This human
capability, to be conscious of the world, is synonymous with
what Buckminster Fuller describes as the characteristic
quality of a comprehensive generalist — a person who is able
to relate his human experience to universal truths. (23: 13-
16)
Responsi tivity has been designed to reflect universal-
ity, or oneness or a world consciousness, and, in so doing,
to enable people who are experiencing this process to become
comprehensive generalists. The primary individual benefit
in becoming a comprehensive generalist is that it enables a
person to arrive at consistency and seeing the connectivity
in his thought processes, attitudes and behaviors, thus
making him an integrated, unified person. The primary global
benefit is the transference of that consistency and connec-
tivity from the individual to the world society. Most im-
portantly, becoming a comprehensive generalist enables a
person to reflect upon and act upon himself and his world in
order that he can continually strive to transform both.
Responsitivity represents a concept and a process
that could be viewed as a set of beliefs, a philosophy of
life, an attitude, or a conglomeration of ideals mixed with
a variety of practical mechanisms for dealing with life
situations. What has been presented, is really all of these
but an entirely unique kind of understanding is intended.
What is inherent is the process of responsitivity is a new
way of living life or seeing things that is not only self
fulfilling but is even more rewarding to the societal group.
.CHAPTER VI
RESPONSITIVITY : APPLYING THE PROCESS
TO SOCIETAL PROBLEMS
Part I
Responsitivity as a Model for Inservice
and Preservice Teacher Education*
Responsitivity is intended to provide a simultaneous
synthesis of the human qualities of responsiveness, sensi-
tivity and creativity. As a model for teacher education,
responsitivity is aimed at enabling teachers to become self
actualized creative beings able to transfer that capability
to students. When the teacher becomes a person worthy of
emulation, then he or she is better equipped to act as a
guide for students as both teacher and student embark on
their collaborative journey in search of knowledge.
Responsitivity as a model for teacher education has
been formulated due to the perceived necessity to develop an
alternative to the practice of training teachers as special-
ists. In effect, traditional models have considered
^Author’s note: This program design is a further re-
finement of a proposal which was jointly authored by Rich
Andre and Ron Klein. The original version was presented for
consideration to the Teacher Preparation Programs Council of
the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts.
potential teachers in much the same way as "banking educa-
tion considers students *— as objects or empty containers
which need to be filled with knowledge that has been pre-
scribed by someone else. The pernicious effect of training
teachers to be specialists, whether the specialty is iden-
tified by grade, subject, age or ability of the student au-
dience, limits the self concept and thus, the capabilities
of the teacher. Teachers trained in such programs will sel-
dom dare to venture out of their assigned academic or
physical enclosures. Regarding the effects on the student,
the specialist teacher is trained to relate to only one
aspect of the students development at only one specific
critical period in that student life.
The specialist orientation in education has many
other detrimental effects. Within the typical educational
institution can be found conditions which seem to foster
physical, intellectual and organizational provincialism and
myopia. For example, there are the teachers and administra-
tors who are supposed to be the partners in education but
who consistently find themselves involved in a manipulative
and competitive form of conflict. The victim of this con-
flict is usually the students education. Another example
could be illustrated by replacing the words "teachers and
administrators" with professional educators and parents in
the previous example.
In both of the above examples the potential contribu-
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tors to che educational process become preoccupied in de-
structive power games such as those of: "vested interest,"
competition for the control of the institution, and "who's
to blame." The result is chaos, discord, and the absence of
unity. But ironically throughout all of this frustration
these groups supposedly desire to be involved in problem
solving — resolving the problems that confront the insti-
tution.
Teachers invaria.bly have an influence in any problem
solving efforts that are attempted in education. If they
have not been provided, at some point in their education,
with an opportunity to acquire and to develop problem
solving skills, they will be limited in their ability to
assist in the problem solving processes of the institutions
with which they are associated.
Equally important is the teacher problem solving role
in relation to the student. If teachers are not able to
provide for the development of the problem solving capacities
of the student the education that such a student receives
will be tremendously inadequate.
Responsitivity is offered as a teacher education model
addressing itself to all the foregoing conditions which make
present teacher training programs limited in their scope and
inadequate in meeting the present and future needs of educa-
tion. Responsitivity is presented as a problem solving
process and the means by which it is "taught" is through
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involvement in an intense process of collectively confronting
the actual problems facing educators and educational insti-
tutions.
The thrust of responsitivity is to develop teachers
who view themselves as comprehensive generalists who are
provided and entrusted with the opportunity to aid other
human beings in the development and release of their human
potential. Such teachers will themselves realize their own
state of becoming and as such, will view their involvement
with students as a mutually rewarding, life long inquiry.
The teacher who is a comprehensive generalist is much
more propertly equipped to relate to the total being of a
student than the specialist teacher. He is able to see the
need for, and the desirability of, a wide overlap and cross-
fertilization in the subjects which man studies in order that
he can more effectively reflect, act upon and thus transform
his world.
The model which is presented on the following pages
is based on the contention that the process of responsitivity
is more personal, more related, and more applicable, hence
more useful and more meaningful to an individual’s life than
the more traditional specialist oriented teacher education
models. This model seeks to convey the process of response-
tivity by having teachers and prospective teachers experience
it in such a way so that the concept and process becomes
internalized, and, ultimately, becomes part of the teacher
who goes into the educational environment. It is preferable
that the model be considered process-oriented rather than
content-oriented because, until it is internalized by the
training teachers, the process will be the content of their
experience.
The subjects covered within the model are highly
interrelated and there is extensive overlap. As such, it is
difficult to distinctly isolate them fov» scrutiny. The
principle subjects covered include the following:
1. MAN AS A SOCIAL BEING
a. Large group identity (society)
b. Small group dynamics
c. Self awareness
d. Communication - message and medium
2. MAN AS A PROBLEM SOLVING BEING
a. Creativity
b. Creative problem solving
c. Alternative thinking
d. Group decision making
e. Organizational development skills
f. Task effectiveness
g. Solution implementation
h. Utilization of human resources
3. MAN AS A QUALITATIVE BEING
a. Values and valuing
b. Value clarification, value modification,
value maturation, value actualization
c. Human potential and the process of becoming
d. Expectations, values, attitudes and behaviors
4. MAN AS A UNIVERSAL BEING
a. Attitudes toward change
b. Universality and oneness - world consciousness
c Futuristics
d. Planning
COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM GOALS
When experienced in its entirety, responsitivity has
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the following goals for the participants:
1. To foster the development of teachers who view them-
selves as comprehensive generalists capable of re-
lating any specialized subject matter to a broader
societal perspective, meaning explicitly, that of a
global society.
2. To nurture the development of teachers who are able
to train students as effective creative problem solv-
ers who will be motivated to successfully attack the
complex, interrelated maze of societal problems.
3. To train prospective teachers in such a way that they
will come to view their professional purpose as that
of fostering the development of each and every stu-
dent's human potential.
4. To cause prospective teachers to perceive their roles
in teaching students to be:
a. as guides on a journey in search of knowledge
and
b. as miners seeking to uncover those gems of
inestimable value latent in each individual.
5. To provide an opportunity for a reevaluation of for-
merly held values with the intent that they will be
clarified or modified and actualized for conscious
future use as the basis of action for each partici-
pating teacher.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The conceptual framework surrounding the Comprehensive
Program Goals is based on the following premises:
1. Teachers should be thoroughly familiar with the struc-
ture, function, and use of a small group.
2. Teachers should learn to interact in a non-hierarchi-
cal, sub-societal, peer interaction system.
3 . Teachers should become freer to utilize personal
re-
sources within a group as well as outside the group.
4. Teachers should orient themselves toward the creation
of positive, optimizing, supportive, effecting envi-
ronments .
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5. Teachers should gear themselves as well as their stu-dents to cooperation rather than competition,
stressing the individual's contribution to the group.
6. Teachers should adopt a basic assumption that man/
society is growth oriented — self improving.
PROGRAM PROCESS COMPONENTS
Responsitivity as a model for teacher education pro-
vides a procedure or sequence of process experiences that
should be followed in order to achieve maximum effectiveness
and internalization of the concept. Each component of the
program has a rationale that relates it to the total process.
Within each component are presented several techniques or
modular experiences that can be utilized to convey the im-
portance of the particular subject. These are intended to
progressively build on one another and through their comple-
tion, provide a comprehensive understanding of responsitivity
both as a concept and a process.
I. Society . Prior to beginning a program or process
which is designed to create an entirely new set of expecta-
tions, it may be necessary to expose and confront the baggage
of false assumptions, beliefs, concepts, and attitudes that
my have been conveyed throughout a person's previous educa-
tion. To do this with a high degree of sensitivity and
responsibility, it is best to project a conceivable set of
alternatives which depict future directions in society. The
alternative proposed here is based on a society that fosters
cooperation over competition, optimism over pessimism,
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creativity over stasis, discovery over imitation, unity over
separation, diversity over sameness, and comprehensive
generalism over provincial specialism.
In order for such concepts to be conveyed in a large
group setting (involving twenty or more persons) an initial
confrontation of the educational attitudes of the present and
the past must occur. Through the education that a person
typically undergoes today, he is asked to accept many values
which may be fundamentally harmful and quite possibly false.
One example of this is the assumption of "the survival of
the fittest," which nurtures and supports the values of com-
petition, greed and selfishness. Responsitivity seeks to
confront this attitude and expose it as a myth that can and
should be changed. R. Buckminster Fuller, Warren Bennis and
Philip Slater each note that to exist we must be concerned
with sharing, co-operation, and collectiveness -— to think in
terms of a social perspective, to see how the individual fits
into a global system. (22) (9) (60)
Models suggested to project these attitudes are:
1. Large group simulation providing a confrontation with
societal beliefs, i.e. the Chinese Island Simulation
(See Appendix C, Exhibit 1)
2. Collage/inundation of social issues — intended as a
series of presentations and discussions related to
the problems that confront education and society.
II. The support group . The purpose of the support
group is the development and release of the human potential
of each of its members. By learning to view oneself and
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others as human resources — distinct, unique and special —
it becomes possible to exert one's energies to assist others
in developing a stronger, more capable, more knowing self.
In addition, the process by which this takes place becomes
the content illustrating the validity of viewing any group
of individuals as a potentially useful and beneficial collec-
tion of human resources.
The value of working within a support group is in the
recognition of the teaching resource material that is inherent
within any group. Teachers experiencing this will begin to
see cheir students as potential resources for other students
and themselves. This fosters the development of students who
will not feel the need to compete with each other but who
will recognize the value of cooperation, sharing, unity, and
diversity by taking on a positive attitude toward themselves
and others in a group.
Models to project these attitudes are:
1. Personal Attribute Listing (See Chapter III).
2. Learning group experiences - studying subjects within
the support group setting by sharing individual knowl-
edge and experience.
III. Communications
.
Fundamental to any organiza-
tional or sub-societal system as well as a global society is
the need to establish a continuing communications network
throughout that system. This network must be viewed as
having many different levels of purposes and modes, but
common to all of these must be the development and nurturing
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of the desire and capability within man to communicate with
his kind. In order to develop this desire the following
three steps are presented.
1. The need to share an abstract idea will normally lead
to a search for the means of the transmission of that
mea. This entails an awareness of the process inher-
ent in communication and awareness of packaging aninternal feeling into a concept, idea, or thought
that is to be imparted, with implications for others.
2. In order for communication to take its next step, it
must be apparent that what was transmitted was also
received. Communication involves a transmitter and a
receiver, both working on the same frequency. Respon-
sitivity intends to enable people to become more ar-
ticulate transmitters and receivers, sensitive to
their own and other frequencies.
3. Once a person has become sensitive to the process of
communication, he must then become able to select
through discrimination the appropriate medium for his
intended communication. This involves some degree of
comprehension of the capabilities that are inherent
within the various communication mediums.
Techniques to relate these steps of communication are:
1. Carl Rogers' listening exercise (See Appendix C,
Exhibit 2)
2. Fractured T - non- communication exercise (See Appendix
C, Exhibit 3)
3. Student/teacher interaction wheel (See Appendix C,
Exhibit 4)
4. Project exercises in media communications
.
IV, Creative Problem Solving . Jerome Bruner states
that unless children are taught to be more effective problem
solvers the mere conveying of subject matter serves no useful
purpose. (68: 5^+) The purpose of this program element is to
develop "creative" problem solvers — people who will cease
to dig the same holes deeper and wider that have proven to
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yield futile solutions. To be creative in the sense of
problem solving is to utilize divergent thinking which seeks
to develop numerous potential alternative solutions as op-
posed to convergent thinking which retreads familiar ground.
The creative problem solving processes run the entire
gamut, from the initial problem- finding through idea-finding,
fac t-finding, and solution-finding to acceptance-finding.
For more on this subject of creative problem solving the
reader is referred to Chapter III.
Models of creative problem solving that can be
utilized are:
1. Creative problem solving conglomeration of skills -
as they are described in responsitivity
2. Synectics (25) (5*0
3. Institute of Creative Behavior approach, SUNY at
Buffalo,
V. Decision Making
. Having learned how to generate
many alternatives through creative problem solving, it will
become evident to the support group that a method of discern-
ing and choosing the best and most effective alternative must
be devised and utilized. This leads the group to decision
making.
In order that the process of decision making be com-
plementary to and in harmony with the previous processes, a
group decision making mode is essential. This mode must also
exemplify the same principles that have been consistent
throughout the total process. To maintain cooperation and
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group unity of purpose, a reliance upon consensus must be
developed and fostered. Total consensus is the only process
which can begin to guarantee the total support of the group
implementation of the group decision.
Models which provide the group with decision making
skills are:
1. Consultation model - as it is described in Chapter III
2. Bennis 1 model - of participatory democracy as a human
relations change model (9)
Responsitivity suggests that the indi-
vidual and the group be provided the opportunity to investi-
gate values and valuing processes. Following such investiga-
tion the attempt will be made to arrive at a collective value
system by which each group can structure these values into
their group activities.
Models which provide insight into values and the
valuing process are:
1. Value clarification (55)
2. Value games - building blocks as described in Chapter
IV
3. Reflection, meditation, contemplation, search.
VII. Holistic Thinking;. This program has stressed
the need to view each component in a system of interrelated-
ness. The program process becomes the content of having the
group see individual factors in a larger societal perspective.
Holistic thinking offers mechanisms for identifying
and providing a framework for structuring a plan or strategy
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of implementation of value resolutions derived from the pre-
ceding processes. This fosters an all-encompassing attitude
which is fundamentally necessary to the overall success of
the program* In terms of goals, it will enable teachers to
relaue specifics in a larger contextual framework and provide
the mechanism for consciously recognizing and acting upon
the fundamental concept of universality.
Mechanisms which provide universal awareness on edu-
cation are:
1* Buckminster Fuller's World Game Scenerios
2. White House simulations (UMass
-Amherst)
3 . Chinese Island simulation (See Appendix C, Exhibit 1).
Part II
Responsitivity as a Comprehensive Curriculum
Guide for Universal Education
The curriculum for an educational program is the con-
tent or subject matter which provides the basis of knowledge
for learning. Within responsitivity, as it has been described
in the preceding chapters, the content or subject matter has
been the process itself. As such, to continue to repeat the
study of the concept of responsitivity as the content of an
educational program would be limited. Responsitivity does
provide a beneficial guide in the development of a curriculum
as inherent within it is the criteria by which the Worth or
applicability of any subject matter can be determined. It
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should, therefore, be worthwhile for the reader to investi-
gate the relationship of responsitivi ty to an educational
curriculum.
UNIVERSALITY
The major thrust of responsitivity is the establish-
ment of a universal consciousness on the part of the indivi-
dual and the societal group. Within this construct, educa-
tion is delineated in the context of universal education
meaning that what is to be conveyed within education should
be universally relevant.
PROCESS COMPONENTS
The major process components of responsitivity pre-
sently include: group process, creativity, problem solving,
decision making, human resource utilization, valuing, commu-
nication and holistic thinking. Transferring these into the
curriculum constructs of universal education could produce
the following results:
1. The curriculum would be framed within the context of
problem posing education. Education would not be re-
stricted to what is already known but would be di-
rected toward the discovery of what is still unknown.
All inquiry would be of a problem solving nature both
by the teacher and the student.
2. Imitation would become less valuable as creativity
and ingenuity were fostered, nourished, and encouraged.
The incorporation of any subject into the curriculum
would be governed by criteria that was rational and
consistent with the concept of universality.
A. The educational process would utilize all curriculum
materials in a peer interaction learning process
5 .
characterized by cooperation, sharing and openness.
Idiat which was learned would be capable of being im-mediately applied within the student's life. Thedevelopment of the total self of the student would
lx some the focus of the educational process. Thusthe curriculum would relate directly to its clientele.
UNIVERSAL EDUCATION AND SOCIETY
By uniting universal education and responsitivity 1 s
process components, it is possible to illustrate the societal
purpose oi education as it is viewed within responsitivity.
This is depicted in the following illustration. (106: 11)
Illustration I
The above Venn diagram depicts the evolving process
of universal education as it is affected by the individual
and the society, it also depicts the interrelationships of
these elements. The educational institution through the
educational process facilitates the development and release
of the human potential of the individual within a support
group context. The support group through the development
and application of problem solving skills acts upon the
problems of the society to transform that society and, in so
doing, bring themselves and their society to a higher level
of development. The accomplishment of this transformation
vjriH 5 ©define the needs of the society necessitating a re-
evaluation by the educational institution of its curriculum.
To meet the new social needs, the curriculum must respond
accordingly. This requires that the educational process and
curriculum be in a continual state of change.
Given the framework of universal education and the
purpose of education as it has been delineated in the fore-
going pages, it is possible to establish the actual content
providing the curriculum for such a system.
.
The curriculum
for universal education would be presented in its overall
framework within the constructs of universal concepts or
areas of scientific or artistic investigation. As this ap-
plication of responsitivity is preliminary in its nature and
intended to stimulate thought, the following ideas and
examples are not totally refined or fully developed:
aesthetics
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- the science of sensuous knowledge
whose goal is beauty - the philosophy
or science of art.
anthropology
- the study of man.
axiology
- the science or study of values.
communi ca t i ons - the process by which occurs an inter-
change of thoughts, ideas or opin-
ions - the process by which meanings
are exchanged between individuals
through a common system of symbols
(as language, signs or gesture).
cybernetics
- the comparative study of the auto-
matic control system formed by the
nervous system and brain and by
mechanoelectrical communication sys-
tems and devices (as computing ma-
chines, thermostats, photoelectric
sorters)
.
ekistics
- the science of human settlements.
ephemeralization - the process of doing vastly more with
vastly and invisibly less.
heuristics - the science or art of conducting em-
pirical research or investigation
with unprovable resources or dubious
assertions such as intuition.
ontology - the science or study of being.
proxemics - the study of the interrelated obser-
vations and theories of man's use of
space as a specialized elaboration of
culture.
synergetics - the science or study of the phenomenon
in which the behavior of wholes are
unpredicted by the behavior of their
parts.
These and numerous similar subjects of study are char-
acterized by one common attribute — they have relevancy and
validity as subjects of universal inquiry. None are culture
bound, yet each subject area can be related in a cultural
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context. By developing a universal curriculum within the
construct of scientific and artistic areas of inquiry, two
positive ei fects result. The first is that the investigation
of the subject is neutralized — it is value-free. The
second is that the investigation becomes a search after
truth — a search after knowledge which can aid in the prob-
lem solving process.
It may be helpful to present some aspects of a more
traditional curriculum design. This should also clarify
that which is being attempted through the application of re-
sponsibility by directly addressing that which is undesirable
in contemporary educational curricula.
The example which best illustrates some of the problems
of non-universally based curriculum is that of cultural or
national history. Whenever nationalism, ethnicism or pro-
vincialism are incorporated into the curriculum design for a
particular subject, the resultant teaching of that subject
can only be the fostering and transferring of deeply in-
grained societal prejudices. Additional messages conveyed
in the process of such a course are disunity and an intoler-
ance for diversity. In effect, such a curriculum would be
extensively value ladden and could stifle any attempt at
independent investigation of truth by the student.
If contemporary living man is in a world context then
the framework of his educational curriculum must be universal
in its scope. It is possible to clarify this by elaborating
on one of the scientific areas of inquiry previously iden-
tified on page 113.
Ekistics is the science of human settlements. As a
curriculum construct, ekistics would provide opportunities
for the study of the nature of man's process of civilization
as manifested in the settlement patterns of the human species
Within this framework could be studied the historic, economic
physical, religious, political, sociological, philosophical,
aesthetic and cultural aspects of man's community development
patterns. This inquiry could be focused without bias on any
or all civilizations and cultures within the world.
The purpose 01 the study of ekistics as a curriculum
element would be to investigate man's community development
patterns in order to gain insight facilitating an improvement
in man's ability to enhance his future settlement patterns.
While the stud.y of city, urban or regional planning
or environmental design appear to be similar to ekistics,
they are in fact, only elements of that science. Ekistics,
being universal in its scope, offers a more desirable context
by which to study these more specific sub-categories.
SUMMARY
The emphasis of a universal curriculum design would
be the interrelationships of the heretofore listed scientific
and artistic areas as relating to the purpose of man. The
desired result is man reflecting and acting upon himself and
his world in order to continually transform both; thereby
creating an ever advancing civilization. Most important to
the character of the universal curriculum design, as it is
presented within responsitivity, would be the relationship
of all content elements to the existence of oneness. The
oneness of the world of humanity, the oneness of the world
of nature and the oneness of the universe all point to one
universal truth — that all men should be provided with an
education setting forth the identical educational curriculum.
Part III
Other Possible Societal Applications
Responsitivity, as has been indicated previously, is
designed to be utilized by any group who is wishing to col-
lectively initiate and guide positive change. This charac-
teristic makes possible an infinite number of potential ap-
plications, In order to provide the reader with concrete
examples, the following list of applications is offered:
1. Organizational staff development and training model
2. An instructional medium or process model for all
subjects
3. A model to be utilized to understand and effectively
eliminate institutional racism
4. A model for the development and the enhancement or
the self concept and capabilities of the hard core
unemployed
5. A model for use in literacy programs or adult basic
education programs.
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RELATED RESOURCES APPROPRIATE
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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RESOURCES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A computer program was prepared which related
responsi tivity to areas of research contained in the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) file.
The research titles which were originally identified
for this computer search are presented on the follow-
ing four pages.
The final computer search reduced the numbers
and types of categories to provide a more focused
investigation. The subject, "TEACHER EDUCATION,"
was intersected with the subjects: "VALUES," "EDU-
CATIONAL CHANGE," "SELF CONCEPT," "PROBLEM SOLVING,"
and "MOTIVATION. " The ERIC file system identification
numbers resulting in this search are listed on pages
126 and 127.
A secondary search was also made which related
the subject, "TEACHER EDUCATION," to the subjects:
"THEORIES," "GROUP DYNAMICS," "CHANGING ATTITUDES ,
"
"BEHAVIOR CHANGE," "MODELS," "ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE,"
"CREATIVITY," "SOCIAL CHANGE," and "DECISION MAKING."
The ERIC file system numbers identified in this in-
tersection are listed on pages 128 and 129.
RESPONSITIVITY: THE EVOLUTION OF CREATIVE SYNTHESIS
Alphabetical Listing of (ERIC) System of Related Resources
CATEGORY NUMBER OF STUDIES
AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR
BEHAVIOR
BEHAVIOR CHANGE
CHANGING ATTITUDES
COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
COOPERATING TEACHERS
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
CREATIVITY
CREATIVE THINKING
CULTURAL FACTORS
DECISION MAKING
DECISION MAKING SKILLS
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
GROUP DYNAMICS
GROUP BEHAVIOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
HUMAN RELATIONS
HUMAN RESOURCES
INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
INTERGROUP RELATIONS
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
JOB TRAINING
KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
LABORATORY TRAINING
LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
LEADERSHIP STYLES
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
LEARNING MOTIVATION
LEARNING PROCESSES
LISTENING SKILLS
LOGICAL THINKING
MODELS
MORAL VALUES
MOTIVATION
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE
PEER RELATIONSHIP
60
230
428
382
157
260
70
153
241
101
293
512
78
548
173
73
59
139
133
189
879
290
121
229
306
79
87
212
57
65
265
188
650
120
90
783
74
556
41
152
112
105
CATEGORY
(ERIC) System cont.
NUMBER OF STUDIES
PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
PERSONAL GROWTH
PERSONAL VALUES
PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
PRESERVICE EDUCATION
PROBLEM SOLVING
RACE RELATIONS
RACIAL ATTITUDES
REINFORCEMENT
SELF CONCEPT
SELF EVALUATION
SEMANTICS
SENSITIVITY TRAINING
SIMULATION
SKILL DEVELOPMENT
SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL CHANGE
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIAL VALUES
STAFF ROLL
STAFF UTILIZATION
STUDENT ATTITUDES
STUDENT BEHAVIOR
STUDENT IMPROVEMENT
STUDENT MOTIVATION
STUDENT TEACHER RELATIONSHIP
SYNTHESIS
SYSTEMS APPROACH
TEACHER ADMINISTRATOR RELATION
TEACHER ATTITUDES
TEACHER BEHAVIOR
TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
TEACHER EDUCATION
TEACHER IMPROVEMENT
TEACHER MOTIVATION
TEACHER PARTICIPATION
TEACHER RESPONSIBILITY
TEACHER ROLE
TEACHER WORKSHOPS
TEACHERS
TEACHING
TEACHING MODELS
TEACHING QUALITY
TEACHING SKILLS
TEACHING STYLES
TEACHING TECHNIQUES
172
74
103
123
348
472
155
100
286
714
255
221
127
345
267
104
130
406
207
182
142
136
962
311
137
381
466
11
338
142
923
304
422
2151
226
49
66
97
554
147
450
178
91
88
127
93
1242
CATEGORY
(ERIC) System cont
NUMBER OP STUDIES
TEAM "TEACHING
TECHNOLOGY
THEORIES
THOUGHT PROCESSES
TRAINERS
TRAINING TECHNIQUES
UNIVERSAL EDUCATION
URBAN EDUCATION
VALUES
WORK ATTITUDES
WORKSHOPS
259
130
140
152
71
298
25
303
294
131
247
(ERIC) System cont.
PRIMARY CATEGORIES TO BE UTILIZED
IF POSSIBLE IN COMPUTER SEARCH
CATEGORY NUMBER OF STUDIES
*** BEHAVIOR CHANGE
** CHANGING ATTITUDES
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
*** CREATIVITY
*** DECISION MAKING
**** EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
** GROUP DYNAMICS
HUMAN RESOURCES
INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
LEADERSHIP
* MODELS
MORAL VALUES
**** MOTIVATION
* ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
PERSONAL VALUES
PRESERVICE EDUCATION
**** PROBLEM SOLVING
REINFORCEMENT
**** SELF CONCEPT
** SOCIAL CHANGE
SOCIAL VALUES
STAFF UTILIZATION
STUDENT ATTITUDES
STUDENT BEHAVIOR
TEACHER ATTITUDES
TEACHER BEHAVIOR
**** TEACHER EDUCATION
* THEORIES
TRAINING TECHNIQUES
UNIVERSAL EDUCATION
**** VALUES
428
382
260
241
512
548
173
133
879
212
783
74
556
152
103
348
472
286
714
406
182
136
962
311
923
304
2151
140
298
25
294
* Second priority of the total list run is not feasible
** Third priority
*** Fourth priority, highly desirable if these 9 could be
searched
**** Fifth priority, no further reduction being possible
(6 components)
ERIC RESEARCH IN EDUCATION (RIE)
Teacher Education Intersected with
Values, Educational Change,Self Concept, Problem Solving and Motivation
1045
1655
2015
12735
13885
15685
18490
20123
20?77
22108
22829
23960
25184
25542
26304
26962
28157
28967
29002
29716
29860
30170
30675
31445
32240
32262
32936
33m
34304
34441
35566
36252
37834
39239
40677
41793
41959
43601
45200
45888
47303
1416
1659
3011
12737
15265
15877
18996
20151
20811
22263
23635
24137
25416
2554-5
26325
27249
28333
28970
29107
29728
29931
30510
31018
31461
32251
32264
33084
33399
34315
34590
35594
36479
38476
40103
40768
41821
42170
43618
45243
46524
47587
1446
1676
3613
12738
15530
16248
19249
20205
20961
22420
23636
24196
25451
26297
26326
27250
28959
28972
29259
29776
30139
30565
31348
31612
32253
32266
33092
33611
34401
34836
35595
37333
38783
40501
40972
41850
42714
43963
45659
46905
47774
1507
1858
12258
13779
15644
18026
19919
20702
21774
22810
23756
24648
25453
26301
26486
27252
28965
29000
29528
29844
30169
30595
31428
31868
32259
32274
33175
33986
34435
35327
35604
37367
39158
40662
41772
41852
42874
44408
45750
47089
47915
There are 164 hits in this intersection.
ERIC CUMULATIVE INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION (CIJE)
Teacher Education Intersected with
Values, Educational Change
.
Se -f Concept, Problem Solving and Motivation
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1253
2240
4363
4443
6090
7608
8962
9040
11190
13109
14670
16964
17006
17820
19864
21018
22744
25211
26655
28068
28548
29126
29961
593 765 9781282 1401 2204
2253 2273 4231
4384 4418 4435
4484 4485 5247
6933 7017 7390
7802 7803 8875
8971 8990 9031
9052 9507 10534
11191 U305 13086
13740 13749 13950
15340 15521 16016
16982 16984 17005
17073 17074 17622
18023 I8519 19676
19881 20628 20763
21233 21854 22403
23031 23108 24895
25486 25762 26650
26656 27995 27996
28108 28124 28167
28715 28777 29113
29309 29647 29684
THERE ARE 98 HITS IN THIS INTERSECTION
ERIC RESEARCH IN EDUCATION (HIE)
Teacher Education Intersected with
Theories, Group Dynamics, ^hanging Attitudes,
Behavior Change, Models, Organizational Change,
Creativity, Social Change and Decision Making
1425 3011 3220 3383
10041 11261 11596 11883
11939 12258 12274 12292
13787 14441 15894 16002
16041 16803 16815 17044
17985 19309 19506 19782
19847 19883 20423 20469
20669 20961 21016 21774
22361 22376 22655 22730
22827 23623 24137 24196
24237 24618 24630 24633
24640 24648 24672 24713
24715 24740 24761 24801
25453 25454 25457 25479
25484 25490 25569 26292
26294 26300 26301 26302
26308 26310 26312 26314
26315 26317 26329 26333
26336 26593 26848 27238
27245 27252 27255 27268
27276 27283 27284 27512
27680 28013 28132 28157
28253 28927 28959 28965
28972 28973 29007 29012
29094 29854 29907 30003
30169 30170 30582 30591
30611 31095 31428 31435
32258 32259 32262 32264
32266 32278 32293 32925
32936
33902
34843
32940
34306
33055
34366
33876
34587
35542 35594 35595
35601 35602 35603 35605
35606 35609 35922 36228
36469 36936 37420 37632
38356 38451 38453 39175
39189 39211 40158 40920
40921 40979 41077 41096
41456 41734 41852 41853
41959 41966 42499 42664
42665 42693 42696 42697
42699 42710 42712 42715
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(ERIC) Research cont.
42721
43573
43655
44533
45581
46796
47162
48105
42723 43439 43558
43582 43583 43584
44364 44380 44408
45507 45577 45579
45607 45742 45794
46878 46960 47044
47385
48505
47587 48042
THERE ARE 198 HITS IN THIS INTERSECTION
ERIC CUMULATIVE INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION (CIJE)
Teacher Education Intersected with
Theories, Group Dynamics, Changing Attitudes,
Behavior Change, Models, Organizational Change,
Creativity, Social Change and Decision Making
1267 1853 2240 2288
2289 2680 3605 4094
4231 4362 4363 4418
4435 4436 4437 4438
4439 4440 4443 4447
4672 5001 6820 7608
9050 9463 10213 11773
11955 13239 13914 15577
16866 16910 16980 16983
16984 16985 17075 17079
17141 17819 18177 19131
19508 19877 19905 20628
23108 23H9 23976 26638
26717 28542 28984 29146
29147 29148 29149 29150
29153 29180 29181 29182
31547 31605
THERE ARE 66 HITS IN THIS INTERSECTION
APPENDIX C
EXERCISES APPROPRIATE FOR STIMULATING REFLECTION
AND DEVELOPING SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING
IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF RESPONSITIVITY
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EXHIBIT 1
CHINESE ISLAND SIMULATION
SIMULATION INTRODUCTORY NARRATIVE
"Please, come, sit down. You. are tired and angry and
uncomfortable and confused and you have much ahead of you.
Perhaps what I have to say will answer your questions."
"My name is (Jacob Tarnoove and I am an Albanian
Social Psychologist on secundment to the College of Social
Sciences at the University of Peking.)"
"This is the largest of four caves on a small island.
I am truly sorry for the rain which has made your arrival
here somewhat uncomfortable and also for the cramped and
dark quarters you have endured in the hold of the ship.
"
"You have put the Chinese government to some pains
to decide what to do with you. It is almost inconceivable
that a chartered plane of American educators and students
should be so off course as to penetrate the inner defences
of Peking and be shot down, but such is fate. Such a
blunder could not have happened at a worse time; for, as
I am sure you are aware, this unfortunate event could well
jeopardize China's entry into the United Nations. So, you
have disappeared-- ( 80 some) U.S. educators and students
lost somewhere in the pacific."
"You will notice that when your watches were returned
to you as you left the ship, all indication of what day it
is had been removed. You have been in the ship's hold
many days, how many you will not be told. You are present-
ly on an island which is completely isolated and entirely
under our control. Its geographical position insures that
you will never be bothered as long as you live, except for
one possible return visit from me. When the ship leaves,
in about two hours, you will be entirely on your own."
"Here is a map of the island. The island is large
enough to support your number if you are careful. And the
sea is bountiful. There is fresh water the year around
and the. e are three more caves, all considerably smaller
than this one, which will provide some of you with shelter.
For four months of the year you will need to protect your-
selves from a mildly cold climate. For the remainder, you
should be quite comfortable, if you survive."
"I should mention that the island has been used once
before. As a sociologist, I have had considerable
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experience with penal institutions both in this country
ana in my own. Some years ago we conducted an experimentby bringing fifty-six prisoners of both sexes to thisisland. After giving them some necessary items with
which to start their civilization, we left them here tobegin their new lives. Approximately eighteen months
later we returned to see how they were faring. We found
no one. Indications were that they had not lasted six
months. Apparently they could not even begin to develop
a workable and productive society, for the main reasons
for their deaths were starvation and murder. They might
have built a society which would have endured for genera-
tions. It was a pity."
"As the agent of the Chinese government who had over-
seen the last experiment, I was again asked by Peking to
deliver you here. It was my duty. As a humanitarian and
a sociologist, however, I feel compelled to give you some
warning before I leave. The evidence was plain that the
last inhabitants of this place were unable to govern them-
selves in such a way as to insure their survival. Perhaps
the fact that they were social deviats had something to do
with it; perhaps not."
"Since you are all students and educators, intelli-
gent men and women who have faced the problems of how to
organize and run institutions, I hope for a better out-
come. As a student of human nature, however, I do not
have much hope. I will not give you a blueprint of how
to live. I will not leave jailers or police here to see
that you obey the blueprint. Instead, I will ask that in
the next two hours (or less time) you work this blueprint
out for yourselves, at least in a preliminary way."
"SoJ I will return to the ship temporarily now and
leave you. I ask you not to explore the island immediate-
ly tonight. There is a fire, plenty of wood and food
here. It is new dark and it is raining and I think you
have more important things to do. Two hours from now,
before the ship leaves, I will come back here. At that
time I would like to see or hear from some spokesman of
your group such a blueprint, a blueprint for survival.
As I see it, there are two questions to which you should
address yourselves. They are both philosophical in
nature-~how do you as individuals view yourselves and how
do you view your relationships with other individuals in
your society. Your blueprint should be predicated on
your answers to these two questions. So your task is to
draw up some agreements, guidelines, principles, laws,
rules— I don't care what you call them—about how to live
together for a lifetime."
To begin your life here,
lowing: I will leave you the fol-
5 blankets
10 fishhooks and some fishline
1 box of matches
1 axe
1 two-man saw
1 spade
1 S Sh?Wi?g t !?e approximate shape of the island withhe relative locations of important landmarks."
These things are not enough to go around, but theywill uo ii you are wise. The most important thinp- foryour survival will be your blueprint. I will see you,then, in two hours." ’
Notes: The time for the simulation in Ed. 358/658 was 1-|
hours. Sj.nce most people avoided the sociologists charge to
work on governance and went about tasks instead, a fire and
sufficient food for the evening have been added to the
script. You might even leave a guard at the entrance to the
cave to keep people in.
We had 5 "plants" in the cave, most of whom did not
work effectively. This idea should be used as there is sure
to be a time as soon as the sociologist leaves when people
will want to come back to reality, to break out of the simu-
lation.
Roles which might be planted in the cave could
include
:
1) the alarmist (first comment might be, "They're gonna
leave us here to die! You heard what he said about
the last group. They want us to murder each other!")
2) the klepto - steals fishhooks, matches, must be dealt
with.
3)
a-ks
b
for
C
Ma^^° r ' ha ! Very poor circulation and
three or four
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i
m
!
until he or she hasn. ± l . Should he get to use such a hio-Vicentage of the gear all by himself?
’ ° 1
4 )
5 )
tne out-group leader - one who tries to form a smallgroup and go off to do their own thing.
the observant one
are gone, that one
still Summer, etc.
one who detects that the fishhooks
person has four blankets and it's
6) lots of other roles could be added or substituted.
Ihe object is to get people to ask those two questions
and decide, on the basis of their answers, how to govern
themselves. You may have more and better ideas for keeping
people within the realm of belief in the simulation and off
tasks. For instance, China may no longer appear to be a
good oppressor. Perhaps North Korea or some other country
would be better now.
EXHIBIT 2
THE CARL ROGERS LISTENING EXERCISE
Carl. Rogers is one of the leaders of modern counseling.
The "school" of counseling he heads is known as the client-
centered school and is noted for emphasis on the relation-
ship between counselor and client. Perhaps his best known
book is On Becoming a Person (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1961). As one who is professionally interested in the
interpersonal relationship, Rogers has much to say about
commun i cat i on
.
I would like to propose, as an hypothesis for consid-
eration, that the major barrier to mutual interpersonal
communication is our very natural tendency to judge, to
evaluate, to approve or disapprove, the statement of the
other person, or the other group. Let me illustrate my
meaning with some very simple examples. As you leave the
meeting tonight, one of the statements you are likely to
hear is, "I didn't like that man's talk." Now what do you
respond? Almost invariably your reply will be either ap-
proval or disapproval of the attitude expressed. Either
you respond, "I didn't either. I thought it was terrible,
or else you tend to reply, "Oh, I thought it was really
good." In other words, your primary reaction is to
evaluate what has just been said to you, to evaluate it
from your point of view, your own frame of reference. . .
The tendency to react to any emotionally meaningful
statement by forming an evaluation of it from our own
point of view, is, I repeat, the major barrier to inter-
personal communication. But is there any way of solving
this problem of avoiding this barrier? I feel that we
are making exciting progress toward this goal and I would
like to present it as simply as I can. Real communication
occurs, and this evaluative tendency is avoided, when we
listen with understanding. What does that mean? It means
to see the expressed idea and attitude from the other
person's point of view, to sense how it feels to him, to
achieve his frame of reference in regard to the thing ho
is talking about.
Some of you may be feeling that you listen well to
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Sounds simple, doesn't
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tried to do. However,
other's point of view,
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»
the difference being reduced, andthose difierences which remain being of a rational and
understandable sort.
it?
most
once
your
In the first place it takes courage, a quality whichis not too widespread ... if you really understand an-
o her person in this way, if you are willing to enter hisprivate world and see the way (a thought or an idea) ap-pear o to him, without any attempt to make evaluativejudgements
,
you run the risk of being changed yourself.
You might see it his way, you might find yourself influ-
enced. in your attitudes or your personality. This risk
of being changed is one of the most frightening prospects
mosb of us can face.
, . . (If we had to listen to a
speech by Senator Joe McCarthy or Mao Tse Tung) how many
of us would dare to try to see the world from each of
these points of view? The great majority of us could not
listen; we would find ourselves compelled to evaluate
.
because Listening would seem too dangerous. So "the first
requirement is courage, and we do not always have it.
( 5^: 36-37 )
listening exercise is done as follows:
1) Form groups of two or three. If three, one will act
as an observer, a negotiator, one who can catch and
try to rectify misperceptions.
2) Choose a topic, preferably one which involves the
speaker's own values and points of view.
3) The rule of the exercise is: "Each oerson nn
up for himself only after he has first restated theideas and feelings of the previous speaker accuratelyano to that speaker's satisfaction." *
4>
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f°r t0° lonS- « is perfectly jus-
for the other to ask him to stop so that hecan restate a manageable amount of material.
5) Leave a considerable amount of time for discussion
afterwards as participants will have varied reactionsto the exercise.
While much can be learned from this exercise in the
classroom or any planned situation, it is perhaps best suited
for use when communications have broken down in a conversa-
tion. Its use has been particularly successful in polarized
situations
—
young versus old, male viewpoints versus female,
right versus lefc, new values versus old. It helps clear the
air as well as teaches participants a good deal about the ef-
fectiveness, or lack thereof, of their communication, and
might be kept in the bag of tricks of the teacher, counselor
or project facilitator.
The observer or third role is very important in situa-
tions where communication has broken down. The observer is a
bit like a traffic cop. When everything is going smoothly,
he is not necessary. When there is congestion or interference
he is needed, to act as a critical observer, one who can pick
up misperceptions.
Occasionally people in a conversation or argument can
be caught completely off guard by simply being asked to repeat
what was just said before responding. Perhaps, "What did I
jusu say," is too threatening a question to ask. It might
be better to try the technique, "I don't really feel I'm ex-
plaining this well. V/ould you mind repeating what I've just
said so that I can be sure I've explained my point well?"
This technique could be very useful when one is sure that he
is not being listened to.
EXHIBIT 3
THE FRACTURED "T" PUZZLE
Th° modest object of this exercise is to let student
r
discover how difficult communications can be. Discussion
after doing the exercises should bring out much more.
Make two T puzzles, one out of the five colors in
capital letters, the other out of the five colors in paren-
theses. Past one puzzle on a piece of paper with a neutral
background. Leave the other puzzle unassembled.
Piaxe two students in the center of the room in chairs
set hack to back. Give one student (the foreman) the assem-
bled puzzle and the other student (the assembly line workman)
the unassembled one. At the sta,rt tell the foreman that he
is to tell the workman how to put the puzzle (machine)
together on a onw-way telephone. In other words, the workman
cannoc ask questions. The foreman will probably make the
assumption that all pieces are colored the same. You should
point out that he has made an improper assumption and that,
while all corresponding pieces are shaped the same, they are
of different colors.
Over the "one-way telephone" it is very difficult to
put together the puzzle. After a few minutes allow the work-
man to answer questions. If he still has difficulty follow-
ing the foreman's directions, allow someone else in the class
to have a try at being the foreman. He may not use colors,
however, to identify pieces but must try to develop an
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understandable vocabulary using shapes.
There are many variations that could be used. One
would be to place a shield between the two so that they could
face each other and have visual communication without being
able to see each other's puzzles. Another would be to tell
thorn ao che beginning that the corresponding colors are dif-
ferent, thereby not injecting the "trick" into the exercise.
Ihe puzzle is purposely not recommended for any par-
ticular grade level. It should be a successful exercise at
most levels from young students to adults.
After the workman has finally put together the puzzle
(he may figure it out on his own) or a sufficient amount of
time has elapsed to make the point that it is difficult,
stop the exercise and have a discussion. It might be a good
start to ask each participant "how he felt." Try to allow
the students to direct the conversation.
Ask the other students not to coach either participant.
You could place the chairs so the students' backs touched or
not and ask later if touching helped, made them feel better.
Would they have rather been looking at each other? What are
non-verbal cues: Did they feel "on-stage?" Did the audience
bother them? How would they improve the exercise? You could
use any fairly simple puzzle, not just the "T". What are the
various advantages and disadvantages, as far as effective
communications are concerned, of talking to someone over the
telephone? across a large table? In a small room? in a large
141
room? when one is on a stage and the other is in the audience?
in a round room? in a rectangular room? etc.
THE FRACTURED "T" PUZZLE
EXHIBIT 4
STUDENT/TEACHER INTERACTION OUTLINE
142
1.0 Books (Impersonal teacher)
Oldest oral tradition
2.0 Recordings (Vocally personal teacher)
3.0 Radio (Live teacher)
4.0 Television (Visual live teacher)
5.0 Lecture (In person)
Passive participation; students present
6.0 Lecture with questions
Active student participation
7.0 Conference/Workshop
Student/teacher sharing
8.0 Moderated Discussion
Student with guidance
9.0 Consultation (subject as a teacher)
10.0 Free Discussion (no teacher)
11.0 Individual Investigation
(student becomes self teacher)
12.0 Individual Experience
(live the complete teacher)
Small
student
participation
needed
Distributed
( formal
education)
Small
teacher
participation
needed
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STUDENT/TEACHER WHEEL Relative size indicates
the relative size of
the role of each.
Illustration 10
1451.0
Books, etc.
a. Represents available knowledge
b. Does not require a student (reader) to exist
c. Represents the product of the writer (teacher)
as a student
1.1 Advantages
a. Can be available long after the writer is gone
b. Can serve to teach at the student's convenience
(and as a reference)
c. Can be re-read as needed
1.2 Disadvantages
a. Student cannot question teacher
b. Mistakes take time to correct
c. Can become absolute (authoritarian)
2.0 Recordings
To a limited extent the same as 1.0 a, b & c
2.1 Advantages - See 1.1 plus
a. Emotional level communication through use of
voice, sound effects, etc. (effect of laughter
on a j oke
)
b. Authority carried by hearing teacher's voice
2.2 Disadvantages - See 1.2 plus
a. Inconvenience for information retrieval
b. Requires special equipment to use
3.0 Radio - more casual and less formal preparation than 2.0
3.1 Advantages - See 2.1 plus
a. Information can be timely and spontaneous
b. Effectiveness affected by knowing an audience
exists
3.2 Disadvantages
a. Little possibility of correcting mistakes
b. Audience (student) reaction is unavoidable
c. Requires better knowledge of communication
4.0 Television
Motion pictures combine para 2.0 & 4.0
4.1
Advantages - See above
a. Addition of physical presence
b. Effective use of motion, color, etc.
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4.2 D i sadvantage s
a. Basically same as radio
b. Adverse effects of personal mannerisms, ap-
pearance, etc.
(Begin formal education)
5.0 Lecture - In person audience is present, though not
participating actively.
This does not include the teacher who prepares his lec-
ture word for word, then reads it ignoring the students.
Their approach is the same as 2.0 and serves no more
useful purpose than a recording. The teacher may just
as well pass out copies of the lecture and go home.
Examples of useful student to teacher communication in
this category (non verbal)
a. Student attendance itself inspired by topic
b. Student behavior (restlessness, boredom, interest,
etc. )
c. Student indication for repeating information
A teacher who does not use this available information
is no better than one on television. This requires some
experience to do well.
6.0 Lecture with questions from the audience.
This category requires, in addition to the above, that
the teacher be knowledgeable in the associated areas of
knowledge related to the lecture. A teacher who cannot
satisfactorily answer the questions is not better than
group 5*°
7.0 Conference/Workshop
The material taught here assumes a different purpose
and form. The teacher is still the guiding and con-
trolling influence. However, the material is best
designed to inspire active participation by the students
to teach themselves from within the framework of the
material being presented. The teacher actively leads or
pushes the students through the material. In a "perfect"
group of students, the material could replace the
teacher, but most likely the effectiveness or learning
efficiency would suffer from lack of coordination.
8.0 Moderated Discussion
In this category the discussion material is less defin-
itive than in 7.0. For this reason the teacher must
assume a new role. The teacher’s only purpose is to
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draw out the students such that they learn through rhcuss.on about the subjective aspects of theUa?erial"
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f the aD0ve categories. Questionsi iie students may be answered; however, often it isbet er to pass it on to another student to attempt an
answer. The rightness or wrongness of answers are of
secondary importance here. The teacher's purpose is tooraw ouc the students, not to lecture them, otherwisethis category becomes one of those described above.
9.0
Consultation (Bahai-type)
Consultation should stand separate from any of the
others. With some
. chairmen this category becomes the
same as 8.0 resulting in limited consultation. Aninadequate chairman can allow consultation to slip into
thcFree Discussion category described below. In con-
sultation their is no teacher or discussion leader
theoretically. The subject being consulted upon is the
guide and the entire group serves as the teacher.
10.0
Free Discussion
In this category, by the very name, there is not neces-
sary any subject limitation and there is no teacher per
se. The effect of this discussion in many cases serves
no useful purpose other than good fellowship. However,
in this realm of idea exchange many nuggets of informa-
tion or wisdom can come to light or leads for further
individual investigation as described below.
11. 0 Individual Investigation
This category differs from that of 12.0 below primarily
in degree. The student here becomes his own teacher.
This is where the Student/Teacher circle begins to close
as the student on his own seeks out sources of knowledge
and teaches himself from books, recordings, etc. At
this point the student/teacher has the option to start
or stop as he pleases and bears the personal responsi-
bility for the effect of his decision.
12.0 Individual Experience
Here the student subjectivity is his own teacher except
that the material used comes from life and his experi-
ences in the world around him. As such the student/
teacher does not have the option to start or stop this
association with this source of knowledge. Only his
willingness to accept, appreciate or learn from this
source may vary.
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Closing the circle
As a result of the educational processes described
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n 00ntlnues around the circle.
t l u u i is role as a student, he may then write
oth-r'studo-n
i
>ec °rdi^s, etc., becoming a teacher to
~ r stuae ts in those categories which suit him best.
The responsibility is to do a proper job of fulfilling:
himself
d required by the category in which he finds
14.0 Summary
a. Each section is correct for its position
b. Training for each type differs.
APPENDIX D
HISTORICAL PAPERS LEADING TO
THE CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESPONSITIVITY
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EXHIBIT 1
THE HUMAN PREDICAMENT - I969
APRIL 1969
The human predicament in 1969 is characterized by a
nationalistic concern for problems which have, as their
origin, identity with the individual rather than with the
masses. We live in a black and white society of conflict
that no longer has, as its safeguard, "unity of purpose."
We live in a world of diversity where there exists both com-
passion and contempt, sensitivity and numbness, honesty and
deceit. For every positive contribution that one man has
developed another has found it necessary to produce a negative
one. Pessimism vs. optimism fosters a kind of competition
that could very well bring on the destruction of man and
civilization.
We have called past civilizations "The Age of Enlight-
enment" and "The Age of Reason," but it was enlightenment and
reason for only a few, and a hierarchical autocratic order
determined in advance what knowledge would be related to the
chosen intellectuals. Today, only individual desire and
socio-cultural imposed limitations restrict the availability
of knowledge of all people. In addition, there no longer
exists any restrictions on what knowledge may be acquired.
As a result of this dynamic education potential, man has ex-
perienced a greater and more rapid growth of intellect and
reason. Many people have looked upon their world through the
151
eyes of reason and have perceived a "sick society" one
which they are compelled, through compassion, conscience and
sensitivity, to strive to make better.
Perhaps if man had remained relatively ignorant of
the hypocracy, strife and injustice that characterizes world
society
,
civilization would have coasted along under the
rules of the "old guard." But, this is not the case, and
the only direction man can consider now is the one that
carries mankind to a higher level of social development.
The ultimate question is, "What is the direction of
man in this world of uncertainty?" It is my belief that we
as a world oriented society must define a set of human goals
that will achieve a "unity of purpose" for the inhabitants
of earth.
Initially, the most desirable goal should be an aware-
ness and acceptance of change as a valuable and dynamic force
responsible for any advancement we may achieve in the develop-
ment of a more advanced civilization.
Secondly, we should coordinate efforts and channel
our resources toward increasing the quantity, quality and
effectiveness of the education process so that all members
of our world society may have the benefit of an adequate
education.
If we were to secure these two goals, all others could
follow, for we would have already established the primary
tool and subject matter. These other goals would include
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world population control, elimination of famine, economic
distribution, proper utilization and conservation of our
human and natural resources, social inclusiveness, elimina-
tion of urban, social and economic blight, and establishing
systems to provide for the attainment of self realization.
Education is the process by which we could develop a
universal language which would, in turn, provide greater com-
munication and understanding between people a,nd countries.
Education is the tool that must be used in combating over
population, starvation, racial prejudice, pestilence, in-
justice and strife. The greatest threat to man in the twenty
first century is the perpetuation of ignorance, and the most
effective method, yet devised, of eliminating ignorance is
education. The final resulting product will either always
be change or a healthy reevaluation of the effectiveness of
present systems and concepts.
As an individual living in this complex era of social
change, one should feel compelled to play a positive part in
the development of solutions to man's human predicament. My
chosen profession is environmental planning, for it is
through this field that I believe I can assist in the devel-
opment of a world dedicated to the enrichment of a man's
capacity to enjoy a meaningful life, A meaningful life is
not achieved through wealth and social status. It is attained
when one has self worth and is recognized as having something
valuable to contribute. This is one of the most obvious
factors apparent in the campus disorders that are occurring
across the country. The most important question being asked
by students who will soon enter the working world is, "Will
I be able to hold onto my ideals and have an effect, or will
I have to relinquish them?"
Ideals are downgraded by the "establishment." Young
trainees are told that ideals are all right for the academic
woi Id but they are in the real world now which has well
established methods not subject to correction. Obviously,
the youth of today will win eventually because change is in-
evitable. One day they will be in a position to be more
effective. Unfortunately, the "human predicament" is here
now, and it will, not wait long for a solution. Perhaps man
will one day refer to this time period as the "Age of Ideals"
when man was able to solve the human predicament and give
meaning to life.
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EXHIBIT 2
MAN AND THE PLACE
MY 1969
Man, the individual is an element of a total ecological
system. His role in this system is of the highest order for
he is the only element that does alter the balance of that
system. The direction that man has taken during the twentieth
century has indicated his ability to affect nature's balance
and alter this system which has enjoyed a harmonious existence
throughout the age of the earth.
Urban man is the greatest single force affecting the
total ecosystem. Although he may, through his own reluctance
to accommodate nature's balance, terminate his own existence,
it should not be his purpose to encourage or accommodate this.
The environmental planner and elected official must provide
the direction so that man will make a commitment to conserve
and enhance the natural balance and inherent character of the
total ecosystem. To meet this challenge, it will first be
necessary to identify and understand the individual's relation-
ship to his environment.
The following are elements or functions of orientation
by which the individual relates to his environment. In es-
sence, it is the combination of all of these which make up
the individual human personality characteristics, which are,
what we as planners are dealing with.
1. IDENTIFICATION
The individual's orientation to his environment in a
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feeling of close emotional association.
2. COMMUNICATION
The system through which the individual can achieve
an exchange of thoughts or information. The channelsthrough which he may act or react.
3- UTILIZATION OP TIME
The ability of the individual to allocate and make use
of his time with the optimum freedom of expression.
Consideration of time as a structured or unstructured
resource
.
MOBILITY
The function through which the individual is capable
of transporting himself from place to place through a
variety of modes.
5. FLEXIBILITY
The capability of the individual to respond to influ-
ences or to conform to changes or new situations.
6
. POWER
The means by which the individual may affect his en-
vironment. The possession and use of control in order
to produce an effect.
7. ADAPTATION
The ability or response of the individual to adjust,
accommodate, conform or reconcile his existence to
those events or occurrences which affect his life
without his direct or indirect consent. Such influ-
ences are technical, social, political, institutional,
economic, legal, educational, cultural, governmental,
geographical, and ecological.
8. HEALTH, SAFETY, PROTECTION, AND SECURITY
The cpportunity for the individual to exist in harmony
w5th h i s env i ronment
.
9. STABILITY, PERFORMANCE, AND ACCEPTANCE
The desire or need of the individual to maintain a
firm sense of belonging or enduring as a necessary
element.
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10. RECOGNITION, PRIDE, AND REWARD
The desire of the individual to receive acknowledge-
ment for his contribution to society.
11. PERCEPTION
The function of the individual to be receptive to his
environment and to be able to discriminate.
12. CONTROL, ORDER, AND METHODOLOGY
The conscious or unconscious need or desire of the
individual to exist in a directed and structured en-
vironment
.
13. MORALITY
The desire of the individual to exhibit the expression
of concern for his fellow man and his environment.
14. OPTIMIZATION
The overall desire of the individual to live his life
to the fullest capacity possible.
RESPONSSTIVITY
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EXHIBIT 3
RESPONSITIVITY
: A PROCESS FOR GUIDING CHANGE
JUNE 1969
The established social orders of the entire world are
currently undergoing a violent transition from quantitatively
oriented societies to a new, unified order that is caught up
in qualitative observation and response. This is especially
apparent m the turmoil that characterizes the United States.
Every institution of American society is being challenged to
either respond to, or await execution by, a generation that
has proven its ability to burn down and destroy that which
opposes its desires or methods.
The life of the aristocracy, bourgeoisie, and the in-
digent have been depicted as being unacceptable to this young
generation who sees a higher purpose for the individual.
Acceptance of and compliance with society's rules is no longer
possible for those who have recognized the hypocracy that
characterizes the American way of life. They see the "Age of
Aquarius," which is presented in "Hair," the American tribal
love rock musical, as being a time for self-realization, for
"telling it like it is." This promising generation wants to
live American democracy through participating in the "now"
decisions that affect their world. The participation that
they demand is not the limited and sometimes superficial
"vote of November 3" or standing in bureaucratic lines waiting
until they are "old enough" to earn the opportunity to be
heard. It is rather that of providing and utilizing their
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hands, eyes, ears, and minds in developing and enhancing a
new social order that exists for tomorrow's as well as today's
world.
The development ox such s. social order can be given
direction through the profession of planning. Planning, as a
profession, is the looking glass of the past,, present, and
future. By its very nature, planning encourages man to es-
tablish and implement goals and objectives that will better
his environment. The reason I have chosen planning as my
channel of self-expression is my faith in mans' ability to
develop the solutions necessary to bring the world out of its
present predicament. Planning has the potential to solve
many of the problems facing society. But planning can only
be as effective as those who contribute to it. To excell in
planning requires that an individual be aware, perceptive,
and alert. If one is to attain a true sensitivity to man and
his environment, a holistic viewpoint is necessary. If one
is to benefit his fellow man through planning, he must become
knowledgeable of many specific subject areas such as sociology,
anthropology, architecture and public affairs.
The primary tool of planning is education, for it is
through this process that our continually changing society
achieves an understanding and appreciation of itself. In order
to be effective, I realize that I must be willing not only to
educate others, but I must involve myself in a continuing
educational process. Should I cease to grow in knowledge, I
would become ineffective in assisting others. I believe that
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continuing rny education will provide me with a better back-
ground with which to effectively work with the problems of
planning for tomorrow's world with today's society.
There is another reason why I wish to further my edu-
cation. The complexities and frustration of bureaucratic
involvement have inspired me to find a workable solution that,
if implemented, would result in the development of more re-
sponsive government agencies. I have already begun the nec-
essary research, but the nature of my inquiries requires
full-time concentration. I have also realized that in order
to have the conclusions of my work receive the greatest pos-
sible effect, the proper credential would facilitate and
expedite my task,
I desire to investigate the human values and activities
that have a direct relationship to mans' environment and are
implied elements of all decisions which affect that environ-
ment. These values and activities are found in words such
as security, identity, communication, and morality. There
are numerous key words such as these that express meaning and
purpose for mans' existence in our present day urban civili-
zation. When the relationship of these values and activities
is not recognized and considered, a disharmony within the
society results. I believe that we as individuals, institU'-
tions, and societies must develop an attitude of "respons-
itivity" toward people. Responsitivity is an incorporative
word I devised to mean "being responsive to people, with
sensitivity. 11 Responsitivity must be practiced if we are to
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achieve a world society in which all individuals can attain
self-realization.
A more extensive and detailed explanation of respons-
itivity is depicted in the following workscope. This work-
scope outlines the nature of the research I intend to complete.
A simple grid system will be utilized as a tool to identify
the interrelationships of human values and functions to the
various scales of human organization. A preliminary example
depicting this is included in the section of the workscope
entitled Human/Organizational Relationships.
An example of how responsitivity might be applied in
a decision making process of community planning is demonstrated
by the attached questionnaire, I prepared it for the purpose
of experimenting with various groups of technicians and lay
citizens. The freeway mentioned is, at present, under study
by the West Valley Planning Agency, a regional planning organ-
ization in San Bernardino County, California. People in
those areas which would be affected by the freeway in question
would be requested to answer the questionnaire. Such a ques-
tionnaire would stimulate community interest and would make
people aware of the problems associated with the freeway.
The final decision, ideally being a synthesis of the opinions
presentee5 in the responses to the questionnaire, would en-
courage greater community acceptance and understanding of the
final plan, in addition to serving as a significant aid to
the freeway planners and decision makers.
KESPONSITIVITY
: A PROCESS FOR GUIDING CHANGE
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PURPOSE: 1) To develop a systematic model which is capable
analyzing, and measuring the
eliects which all decisions of social organize -tions have upon human values and functions.
2) To arrive at a more responsive decision making
process that can be effectively applied by
planners and other administi’ators of pubDic
programs
.
WORK SCOPE
I. Identification of Basic Elemental Variables
A. Scales of Human Organization
1. Individual, Family, Community
2. Private, Public, Government
B. Human Values and Functions
II. Determine and identify the nature of how human values
and functions are expressed at various scales of human
organization.
A. Sub-organizational structures (Interjection of
related variables having direct effects upon
decision making processes)
1. Individual - Cast, Educational Opportunities,
Ethnic, etc.
2. Family - Lower, Middle and Upper Class
B. Complexities of Audience
III. Devise and analyze various problems which are normally
resolved through conventional methods.
A. Conflicts between existing technical approaches
and human value considerations
B. Indicate the effects of certain selected environ-
mental changes on the problem solving process
C. Broaden the scope of decision making considera-
tions (Emotional vs. Physical)
IV. Responsitivity Process
A. Problem solving process
1. Recognition
2. Motivation (Commitment)
3. Organization
4. Solution
5. Action
6. Evaluation
B. Interrelationships
1. Identify relevant decisions
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2.
Identify relevant decision makers
3» Identify relevant human values and functions
u. Identify and measure relevant impacts
Show relationships of decisions, i.e., human
variables, decision makers, and values
0. Construct a mod.el framework for decision (x) and
identify variables
D. Develop a system of selecting and evaluating
relevant variables
E» Graphically relate the responsitivity process in a
grid, form that can be utilized by planners and
decision makers to identify considerations and
develop a more expansive view of society
F. Test the responsitivity process through reaction
from a variety of professionals
1. Planners
2. Engineers
3. Administrators
Economists
5. Politicians
6. Sociologists
7. Etc.
G. Test the responsitivity process in various environ-
mental contexts
1. Physical
2. Technical
3. Institutional
4. Social
5. Legal
6. Economic
7. Political
Vo Apply responsitivity in an actual systematic problem
within a government system
1. Problem of a simple nature
2. Problem of a complicated nature
3. Problem of a complex nature
VI. Evaluation of Process
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FREEWAYS VS. HUMN VALUES IN
MAN’S URBAN ENVIRONMENT
QUESTIONNAIRE
Purpose: To determine the answers to the followingquestions concerning the Euclid Corridor Freeway asit relates to human value considerations in man's
urban environment,
1. Is the freeway needed by the communities and the
neighborhoods through which it passes?
2. What are the most desirable routes that can be
considered as alternatives? (Variables that should
be considered are topography, land values, origin
and destination preferences, technical, social,
and economical factors.)
3 . What types of freeway construction are available
and which is most desirable for this freeway?
4. What are the socio-economic and physical impacts
that a freeway has on a neighborhood it traverses?
5. What are the socio-economic and physical implica-
tions and impacts of interchanges and grade sepa-
rations?
6. What should be the specific route and type of
construction of the Euclid Corridor Freeway?
The neighborhoods and community elements that should
be considered include:
a. Ontario International Airport
b. Ontario Central Business District
c. Ontario's Southeast Residential Community
d. Ontario Industrial Park
e. Ontario Motor Stadium
f. Chino Agricultural Area
g. South Cucamonga
h. Northeast Ontario Residential Community
i. Red Hill Residential Community
The human values which should be related to the free-
way's impact are indicated and defined as:
1. Identity - the individual's orientation to his
environment with respect to close or distant emo-
tional association.
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2. Security - the individual's feeling of safety andfreedom from anxieties or fears with respect
1
to
elements or events that would threaten his emo-
tional or physical stability in his environment.
3. Mobility - the function through which the indi-
vidual^ is capable of transporting himself from
place to place through a variety of systems.
4. Communication - the process whereby the individual
can transmit, exchange, and receive ideas or in-
formation.
5. Flexibility - the capability of the individual to
respond or conform to changes or new situations
that occur within his environment.
6. Adaptation - the ability of the individual to
adjust, accommodate, conform, or reconcile his
existence to those events or occurrences which
affect his life without his direct or indirect
consent, (such influences are: technical, social,
political, institutional, economic, legal, educa-
tional, cultural, governmental, geographical, and
ecological )
.
7. Moral principles - the resulting effects or impli-
cations concerning the individual which arise out
of community or legislative conscience or ethical
judgement and action-- involvement with the diffi-
cult or subtle questions of rightness, fairness,
and equity.
D. Questions to be answered with respect to each human
value.
Identity
1. Will the freeway be beneficial or detrimental to
the development or enhancement of a positive
identity?
2. Will the freeway assist in the creation of commu-
nity and/or neighborhood identity?
3. Will the freeway establish a physical and visual
identity for the various community elements through
which the freeway passes? (i.e., Ontario Industrial
Park, Ontario Central Business District)
Security - Emotional and Physical
1. Will the presence of the freeway create new demands
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for land uses which will threaten the existingpatterns of neighborhood development?
2. Will the freeway isolate and restrict neighbor-hoods or people from physical and/or social inter-
act.ton with the total community?
3. Will the abrupt physical change cause disorder
resulting in insecurity?
4. Will the freeway establish economic security for
the various community elements directly adjacent
to the interchanges?
5. Will community and neighborhood security be
threatened by freeway noise, traffic congestion,
air pollution, and visual stigmas?
6. Other
Mobility
1. Will the freeway improve the mobility of the people
living in the neighborhoods through which it
traverses?
2. Will the external influences that are to have
access to the community through the mobility pro-
vided by freeway have undesirable impacts upon the
neighborhoods and communities?
3. Will increased mobility affect the stability of
the community or neighborhood unit? (Considera-
tions) Will it support or reinforce established
neighborhoods or will people leave the community?
What new elements will it bring?
4. Will the freeway provide mobility to all adjacent
community elements?
5. Other
Communication
1. Will the freeway foster interaction and awareness
between the community or neighborhood unit and
outside influences?
2. Will neighborhood units be split or cut off from
another?
3. Will the physical barriers created by the freeway
become psychological barriers?
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Will the freeway establish boundaries of thought
and concern?
5. Will freeway nuisances threaten or impair communi-
cation between people?
6. Other
Flexibility
1. Will the freeway limit the choice of individuals
with regards to achieving personal goals?
2. Will the freeway enhance the flexibility of ori-
gins and destination desires of freeway users?
3. Will the freeway, through decreasing flexibility,
impose financial hardships upon individuals or
institutions immediately adjacent to the freeway?
4. Will the selection of a final route and construc-
tion type eliminate any future flexibility in
decision making?
5. Other
Adaptation
1.
Will the freeway selection process be completed
through the accommodation of maintaining existing
land use patterns?
2* Will the freeway route and construction type require
residents to reconcile their relationship to the
freeway?
3. Other
Moral Principles
1. Will the freeway tend to identify and respond to
local leadership generated during the selection
process?
2 . Will the freeway reinforce the existing power
structure?
3. Will the freeway re-establish old antagonisms or
conflicts between units of concern?
4. Will the freeway require new decision making
processes?
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6
.
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freeWay C3ter to the wi^s of the landed
Win the freeway route selection process incoroo-
, ? J1epreyentatives from the minority neighbor-hoods through which it will pass? 6
V/ill the route be determined through ethicalpolitical practices? ^
Will political expediency be a determining factorth
? process? (Catering to vestedspeculating interest groups or individuals.)
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
1?0
Human value consideration
Freeway consideration
Appropriate Questions
1.
2
.
3c
4
.
5 .
6. Other
Definitely Detrimental to
Unquestionably Beneficial
Question Yes No 0 1 2 34567 8 9 10 Total
1
.
2
.
3 .
4
.
5 .
6
.
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